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**GLOSSARY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GLOSSARY ENTRY</strong></th>
<th><strong>DESCRIPTION</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAMA HOSPITAL CAMP/BAMA SECONDARY SCHOOL CAMP</td>
<td>Bama Hospital Camp was a camp for internally displaced persons established by the Nigerian military in mid/late 2015 in Bama town. It was one of a number of so-called “satellite camps” established by the military in towns recaptured from Boko Haram. In December 2017, IDPs in Bama Hospital camp were relocated to a new camp in the Secondary School complex of Bama town.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIVILIAN JTF</td>
<td>Civilian Joint Task Force – a civilian militia set up by the Borno state authorities in 2013. The Civilian JTF has worked closely with the security forces in Borno state by identifying and helping to arrest Boko Haram members. In practice, they fall under military command.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIWA BARRACKS</td>
<td>The largest military detention facility that Amnesty International is aware of in Borno state is Giwa barracks, in the state capital of Maiduguri.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDP</td>
<td>Internally displaced persons(s) - persons or groups of persons who have been forced or obliged to flee or to leave their homes or places of habitual residence, in particular as a result of or in order to avoid the effects of armed conflict, situations of generalized violence, violations of human rights or natural or human-made disasters, and who have not crossed an internationally recognized state border.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGA</td>
<td>A Local Government Area (LGA) is a local administrative structure in Nigeria. There are 27 LGAs that make up Borno state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMA</td>
<td>National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA), the Nigerian federal disaster management agency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECAPTURED TOWNS</td>
<td>At least 15 towns in Borno state, recaptured by Nigerian military from Boko Haram control from late 2015 to the first half of 2016 including Bama, Banki, Dikwa, Damboa, Marte, Monguno, Bensheikh and Rann. They remain heavily militarized garrison towns and continue to be surrounded by areas of ongoing insecurity. In most cases, these towns can only be reached by civilian actors travelling in armed convoys or by air.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATELLITE CAMPS</td>
<td>Camps established by Nigerian military in towns that were recaptured from Boko Haram’s control. These camps were run by the military in most cases until at least late June 2016. Currently many are run by the state or federal emergency management agencies but the military still control many aspects of the lives of the IDPs living in these camps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMA</td>
<td>State Emergency Management Agency (SEMA), the state disaster management agency.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CONFLICT AND DISPLACEMENT IN NORTH-EAST NIGERIA
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Boko Haram abduct 276 girls from a boarding school in Chibok in Borno state
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Nigerian army recaptures Bama and other key towns from Boko Haram
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NOMEN presents report to President
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A press statement by the NGO Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) highlighting the “humanitarian catastrophe” in Bama Hospital camp
1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

“I fled my village of Gala Kura when the [Nigerian] air force started bombing it. We were about ten families who agreed to leave together. We were 10 men, 30 women and about 50 children... So many of our group that fled together that day are now dead. Of the children, not more than ten are still alive. The others all died in Bama Hospital camp, or in Giwa barracks.”

30-year-old Maya (not her real name), who fled her home in early 2016.¹

Since early 2015, the Nigerian military has carried out intensive operations and recaptured vast swathes of territory that had come under the control of Boko Haram in the north-east of the country. However, instead of “freeing” hundreds of thousands of people who had been trapped in these areas, the military has carried out systematic patterns of violence and abuse against this population, including war crimes and possible crimes against humanity. Women have been affected in disproportionate and gender-specific ways, and continue to face ongoing discrimination and violence.

This report examines in detail what happened to the group of people, especially women, who fled or were forced from rural towns and villages that had been controlled by Boko Haram, as the military intensified its operations. First-hand testimonies describe the appalling actions of the Nigerian authorities, which may be linked to suspicion that some might be associated with the armed group.

Amnesty International conducted over 250 in-depth individual interviews over a period of almost two years from June 2016 to April 2018. This included 141 people (mostly women and girls) who lived in camps for internally displaced persons (IDPs), and 71 people (including 48 women and girls) who had been detained by the military in Giwa barracks, the main military detention facility in Borno state (the state most affected by conflict and displacement). It also included approximately 40 people who were currently or had been working in the humanitarian response operations in north-east Nigeria.

Amnesty International researchers conducted interviews in person in Maiduguri, the Borno state capital, or over Skype with IDPs now living in displacement in or around Maiduguri (or with humanitarian workers in Maiduguri, Abuja or other locations). In March 2018, a delegate visited Bama town and conducted additional interviews. Researchers have also reviewed scores of reports, video evidence and satellite imagery of camps and of Giwa barracks.

¹ Amnesty International interview, March 2018.
In February 2018, Amnesty International wrote to the Nigerian authorities, sharing initial findings and asking for additional information on steps taken to address the concerns. Three Freedom of Information Act requests were also made at this time. Apart from an acknowledgment, no other responses were provided.

FORCED TO “SATELLITE CAMPS”
Between mid-2015 and mid-2016, the military set up 14 so-called “satellite camps” for IDPs in key towns they recaptured from Boko Haram, mostly in Borno state. They ordered people to come to these camps from the surrounding areas, where Boko Haram was still operating. In the town of Bama, for example (which was once the largest population centre in Borno state after Maiduguri), the military established a camp in a destroyed hospital compound known as “Bama Hospital camp”, and IDPs began arriving by October 2015.

Scores of IDPs from different rural locations across Borno told Amnesty International that they had come to the satellite camps because they had been forced to do so by the military. They said that when the military conducted operations in their villages, they burnt down homes and opened fire at remaining residents indiscriminately. Many of these women and men said that they had suffered brutally under Boko Haram, and were hoping to be rescued – only to find themselves attacked by the military.

Others said that the military arrived in their villages and ordered or physically took them to the recaptured towns, or they fled pre-emptively as they had heard that the military were conducting operations in neighbouring villages and attacking people who had remained in their homes. Amnesty International has satellite images that confirm many of these rural villages have been burnt down.

While the movement of people from villages to the recaptured towns has since slowed pace, it has not stopped, and researchers received ongoing reports of the military attacking residents indiscriminately in rural villages, and forcibly taking people to the satellite camps.

The forced displacement of civilians is a violation of international humanitarian law, except in the limited circumstances where the security of the civilians involved or imperative military reasons so demand, which does not appear to have been the case in this context. Those responsible may have committed the war crime of displacing civilians, and the crime against humanity of forcible transfer of the population.

MASS DETENTION OF MEN
People arriving in the recaptured towns seeking safety had often spent months or years living in or near areas under Boko Haram control, and were treated with suspicion by the military. The military or Civilian Joint Task Force (Civilian JTF, a civilian militia who work closely with the Nigerian armed forces) subjected everyone arriving to a “screening” before they were allowed to proceed to the satellite camp.

According to reports from a number of recaptured towns, these “screenings” often involved separation of family members, arbitrary detention, and torture and other ill-treatment. Several women also reported being forced to remove their clothes and stand naked for “screenings” conducted in public. In at least one location (Bama town), the military detained people in prison cells in overcrowded conditions with inadequate food and water for several days or more while they were screened, leading to deaths.

Men and boys were often targeted for arbitrary detention in “screening” operations. In at least two recaptured towns (Bama town and nearby Banki) the military and Civilian JTF separated most men and boys perceived to be of “fighting age” (roughly 14 to 40) from other people during the “screenings” and detained them. In most cases, the military appears to have transferred them to Giwa barracks military facility in Maiduguri, without any individualized assessment of wrongdoing.

In some cases, women told Amnesty International that they saw their family members being blindfolded and taken away by the military. In other cases, they arrived in the camps but their family members did not follow them after the “screening”. None received any information from the authorities as to what had happened.

Most women interviewed were still awaiting the return of their husband or other family members, sometimes as much as two years after they were detained. Their anguish was exacerbated by the lack of any information as to the whereabouts of their family members, or even if they were still alive.

The arbitrary detention of what may amount to thousands of (mostly) men is unlawful under international human rights law and has previously been documented by Amnesty International. The failure by the authorities to provide a mechanism for family members of detainees to obtain information on their whereabouts and wellbeing, and the denial of information to those who approached the military for information, has caused mental suffering that constitutes ill-treatment under international human rights law.

CONFINED IN THE CAMPS
As a result of the mass detention of men and boys, the people living in the satellite camps have been disproportionately women, children and the elderly. The military has imposed severe restrictions on their ability to enter and exit many of the camps.
In some satellite camps, including Bama Hospital camp (and Bama Secondary School camp, which replaced it in in December 2017), in Bama town, IDPs have been prohibited from relocating to other locations such as Maiduguri. While the security forces sometimes allow men to leave the camp to the surrounding areas to farm or collect firewood to use and to sell, they have prohibited women doing so. These restrictions prevent women especially from accessing their own food and livelihood opportunities.

The movement restrictions are imposed in a manner that violates human rights law, and in some instances, the confinement of IDPs to the camp appears to constitute de facto detention.

THOUSANDS STARVED

The conditions across the satellite camps have been deplorable, particularly in the first nine months or year after the satellite camps began to be set up (around October 2015). As a result, thousands of IDPs died between late 2015 and mid/late 2016 for lack of food, water and health care.

Tens of women interviewed said that, in Bama Hospital camp during this period, they were completely confined to the camp and the food, water and health care provided was grossly inadequate – they received no more than a small plate of rice each day which they shared with their dependents. Many also said they were beaten at water and food distribution points by members of the Civilian JTF who accused them of being “Boko Haram wives”.

While Amnesty International could not confirm the total number of deaths in the camp during this period (from late 2015 to June 2016), it believes that at least hundreds and possibly thousands died in this one camp alone. Women (and men) interviewed consistently reported that 15-30 people died each day from hunger and sickness over these months. More than half of the women Amnesty International interviewed said that one or more of their family members had died in the camp, including many who said that one or more of their children had died. Some women also reported incidents of deaths following beatings by the Civilian JTF of already malnourished women, elderly or children. Satellite imagery also shows the cemetery associated with the camp rapidly expanding during this time.

The large number of deaths in Bama Hospital camp were not unique. IDPs who lived in satellite camps in other recaptured towns including Banki, Dikwa, Monguno, Rann and Benisheikh camps also described high numbers of daily hunger and sickness deaths, caused by a combination of movement restrictions and lack of food, water and health care during the same period.

While there was a small humanitarian response operation made up of UN agencies and international NGOs operating in north-east Nigeria in late 2015 and early 2016, their capacity was limited and in Borno they were largely focused on providing assistance in Maiduguri and surrounding areas/southern parts of the state. The assistance they provided was not enough to stem the alarming mortality rates until the international NGO Medicine Sans Frontiers brought international attention to the crisis in late June 2016. After this point, the government and the UN humanitarian agencies and partners started scaling-up the provision of humanitarian assistance, including food assistance, across north-east Nigeria in general and to the satellite camps specifically. This stabilized and reduced morbidity and mortality rates in many locations.

Despite this, women in many satellite camps have reported facing ongoing barriers accessing adequate food, exacerbated by continued restrictions on their ability to leave the camps.

In Bama Secondary School camp, IDPs said they are receiving food assistance but that they are still suffering from hunger and going days without eating between food assistance distributions. Women, especially those without husbands with them, face particular problems as they have less chance to supplement the assistance provided. They also do not always control their own assistance packages, which may be given to their father-in-law on their behalf. Moreover, in some camps, IDPs are not being provided any assistance, and there are cases of ongoing daily hunger and sickness deaths.

The authorities’ failure to provide IDPs with adequate food, water and health care violates a number of human rights, including to food, health and to life. This is especially the case where a) the authorities have confined IDPs to camps, where the administering authorities knew that the conditions were leading to deaths but have recklessly failed to take any steps to ameliorate the conditions and prevent these deaths; and/or b) where Civilian JTF members beat already malnourished IDPs resulting in their deaths. Those responsible may have committed the war crime and possibly the crimes against humanity of killing and of imprisonment.
RAPE IN THE SATELLITE CAMPS

Amnesty International has documented patterns of rape and sexual exploitation occurring in the satellite camps from late 2015 until the present.

Scores of women (and some men) described how soldiers and Civilian JTF members commonly used force and threats to rape women and girls, and took advantage of the conditions to coerce women into becoming their “girlfriends”, which involved being available for sex on an ongoing basis.

Nine women reported cases of rape to Amnesty International. This included five women who told Amnesty International that they had been raped by soldiers or Civilian JTF members while they had been starving or near starving in Bama Hospital camp in late 2015 or early 2016. Amnesty International also received recent reports of rape or attempted rape in the camp.

Ten additional women reported that they had been coerced to become the “girlfriend” to a soldier or the Civilian JTF in Bama Hospital/Secondary school camp. They said that they were pressured to do this simply in order to access basic goods needed for survival or to overcome hunger, and because it was impossible to say no to the demands of the security forces. The coercive environment that was created and taken advantage of by the soldiers and Civilian JTF meant that consent to sex was not possible.

Women interviewed have also described how soldiers and Civilian JTF created an organized system to inflict sexual violence in Bama Hospital and Secondary School camps. The Civilian JTF members select women in the camp and take them to soldiers for sex. Four women said that the layout of Bama Secondary School camp was designed to make sexual exploitation easier, by separating young women from their in-laws and other people in the camp. Women have said that if they complain, they risk being called a “Boko Haram wife” and facing reprisals.

The Soldiers and Civilian JTF members who used force, or created or took advantage of a coercive circumstances, to have sex with women in the camps have committed the crime of rape. Because of the circumstances in which these crimes were committed, those responsible may have committed the war crime
and crime against humanity of rape. If the Civilian JTF members benefited through selecting and taking
women to soldiers for sex, such as being rewarded by the soldiers involved, they may also have committed
the crime against humanity of enforced prostitution.

**ARBITRARY DETENTION OF WOMEN AND GIRLS**

As well as the many thousands confined in satellite camps, at least hundreds of women and girls have also
been detained on arrival in the recaptured towns or during military operations and detained in deplorable
conditions in Giwa barracks in Maiduguri.

None of the women released from detention that Amnesty International interviewed had ever been charged
with a crime, or given any opportunity to challenge the lawfulness of their detention in front of a judge, or
knew of any other women detained with them who had been. The vast majority had spent between six
months and two years in detention. The few who were given any reason were told they were detained
because they were a “Boko Haram wife” without any further explanation.

Amnesty International identified a pattern among the detained women and girls that included the following
categories:

1) Victims of abduction or forced marriage by Boko Haram members – Amnesty International
interviewed 11 women and girls who said that they were victims of such abuses, but had been
detained by the military after they were found in or near Boko Haram camps during military
operations or admitted to having lived in such locations during “screenings”. Most reported being
treated as presumed Boko Haram members from the moment they were detained, and said they
were beaten while being questioned.

2) Women who arrived in the recaptured towns unaccompanied by their husbands – Amnesty
International interviewed 12 women who said they were arrested because they fled seeking safety
to Bama town without their husbands. Some said they were explicitly accused of hiding the fact
that they had Boko Haram husbands they had “left in the bush”, although the authorities appeared
to have no evidence to support such claims. The women each explained to researchers that they
had husbands who had been displaced ahead of them for reasons including because they felt it
would be safer to flee Boko Haram areas separately, or because they stayed behind in their village
a little longer to care for sick family members or to give birth.

3) Women who had a family member accused of being a Boko Haram member were detained, even
though they were not accused of committing a crime themselves. Amnesty International
interviewed 12 women who appeared to have been detained purely for this reason.

Twelve of the women Amnesty International interviewed were under 18 when they were detained. The
majority of those interviewed had been detained with their young children.

At least five women died in the cells in Giwa barracks between 2015 and 2017, and 32 children died in
2016 and 2017 combined (mostly in 2016). Nine women interviewed gave birth while in detention, seven of
whom reported doing so in their overcrowded dirty cell with no assistance.

At its peak, former detainees reported that around 1,000 women and girls were detained in Giwa at the start
of 2017. Most of these women and girls were released in a series of mass releases, the last of which was in
January 2018. Several people released at this time reported to Amnesty International that 10 girls remained
in detention in Giwa barracks, and have not been charged with any crime. Amnesty International is also
concerned that other women and girls might since have been detained by the military, and has also received
unconfirmed reports indicating that women and girls remain in other military facilities in Borno state.

These detentions are arbitrary under international human rights law and are not permitted by international
humanitarian law. The detention conditions also breached a number of international humanitarian law and
international human rights law standards. Individuals responsible for detaining women and girls in Giwa
barracks and administering their detention may have committed the war crimes and crimes against
humanity of detention, murder, and torture and other ill-treatment.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

The Nigerian federal and Borno state government, with the support of donors, UN humanitarian agencies
and NGOs, must urgently increase the food assistance to IDPs in the north-east, including to those currently
located in the satellite camps, and efforts to ensure that the food provided reaches all intended beneficiaries.
They must also ensure that the amount of food assistance provided, the type of assistance provided and the
distribution mechanisms used are appropriate and accessible for all IDPs including female-headed-
households.
The federal and Borno state government must immediately close all unofficial and secret places of detention facilities such as Giwa barracks and Bama prison. All detainees must be transferred to civilian custody, where they must be released unless they are charged with a recognisable criminal offence and given a fair trial.

The federal government must ensure accountability for the violations of international human rights law and international humanitarian law, and the possible war crimes and crimes against humanity committed by soldiers and Civilian JTF members. As a first step, they should release the report of the Presidential Investigation Panel that reviewed compliance of the armed forces with human rights obligations, which was reportedly finalised in February 2018, and implement its recommendations in a transparent manner. In addition to bringing those responsible for violations to justice, they must also establish a reparations program, in consultation with civil society and affected communities, with special consideration given to the violations women have faced and the forms of reparation that would be accessible and meaningful to them.

A 15-year-old mother cries next to the body of her six-month-old daughter at their home in Banki, on 28 September 2016. Her daughter was brought into the MSF clinic suffering from severe malaria as well as malnutrition. Hours later she passed away in need of a blood transfusion that was too complicated for the clinic to perform. © Jane Hahn
2. METHODOLOGY

This report is focused on the Nigerian authorities’ treatment of people who lived in villages and towns under Boko Haram control, and who fled or were forced from their homes following military operations from mid-2015. It covers the period until 1 May 2018.

It investigates how men and women were forced from their homes in rural areas of Borno state. It also focuses on the human rights violations committed against women and girls in so-called “satellite camps”, established by the military to host them, as well as the arbitrary detention and mistreatment of women and girls in military detention.

Amnesty International conducted over 250 in-depth, private interviews for this report.

Interviewees included 141 displaced people, including 83 women and 34 men who lived or are living in the satellite camps.

Amnesty International focused a case study on the satellite camp in Bama town, Bama Local Government Area (LGA). Bama town had been Borno State’s second most populated town before the conflict, after the state capital of Maiduguri. Researchers interviewed 60 people who had been or were currently living in the satellite camp in Bama town – first in Bama Hospital camp, and after December 2017, in Bama Secondary School camp (which replaced Bama Hospital camp).

Researchers also interviewed people who were living or had lived in satellite camps in other towns in Borno state, including in Banki (Bama LGA), Rann (Kala Balge LGA), Damboa (Damboa LGA), Dikwa (Dikwa LGA), Buni Yadi (Kaga LGA), Gajiram (Nganzai LGA) and Monguno (Monguno LGA). These interviews indicated that the human rights violations identified in Bama town are likely to have been carried out on a wider scale. Interviews were also conducted with 24 people who had fled their homes before Boko Haram took control of their towns and villages, and who lived in IDP camps in Maiduguri and surrounding areas.

Amnesty International interviewed 48 women and girls who had been detained in Giwa barracks military detention facility, the main military detention facility in Borno state, located in Maiduguri. These women had been detained by the military while fleeing their homes, or in their villages during military operations. Most had been released from military detention in late 2016, over the course of 2017, or in January 2018.2 Researchers also interviewed 15 men and eight boys who had been detained in Giwa and had information about women in detention.

Amnesty International conducted most of these interviews in Maiduguri through identifying people who had been able to visit or relocate from the satellite camps, and who had been released from detention. Some of these interviews were face-to-face during missions in September and December 2016, September 2017 and March 2018, and others were conducted over Skype. In March 2018, an Amnesty International delegate also visited Bama Secondary School camp (which replaced Bama Hospital camp) in Bama town and carried out interviews there.

The vast majority of the women and men interviewed were Kanuri, the dominant ethnic group in Borno state. Twenty-two were Shuwa Arab herders and six were Gamergu.

Forty interviews were conducted with individuals who were or had been involved in the humanitarian response operations, including members of UN humanitarian agencies, international NGOs and national civil society organizations, based in Maiduguri and Abuja.3 Amnesty International also met with officials within the

---

2 At the time this report was issued, this was the last known date of release of detainees from Giwa barracks.
3 Some of these interviews were also conducted over the course of 2015 and early 2016.
National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA), as well as the Nigerian Human Rights Commission (NHRC).

Amnesty International reviewed scores of reports, press statements, meeting minutes and other documents from the military, government and humanitarian actors, and reviewed videos and photos provided by humanitarian workers, journalists, internally displaced people and other contacts. In addition, Amnesty International reviewed satellite images of Bama Hospital, Banki, Dikwa and Rann camps for internally displaced people, and of Giwa detention facility.

In order to protect the security and respect the confidentiality of people who spoke to Amnesty International, all testimonies have been anonymized. In some cases, additional details such as village of origin have been omitted. Details which would make women easy to locate have been removed in each of the detention cases. Several women released from detention mentioned to researchers they had been warned not to speak to anyone about their experiences in detention.

Some of the women and men that Amnesty International spoke to from rural areas of Borno state did not have a clear sense of dates. Where possible, Amnesty International confirmed the dates by referring to external and contextual events (such as dates of military recapture of nearby towns and religious celebrations such as Ramadan) or by triangulating with other sources. There are some cases where dates of events remain approximate and are stated so in the report.

In February 2018, Amnesty International contacted Tukur Yusuf Buratai, Nigeria’s Chief of Army Staff, Abubakar Malami San, the Federal Minister of Justice, Ayoade Alakija, the Chief Humanitarian Coordinator in the Federal Ministry of Budget and Planning, Ibrahim Idris Kpotum, the Inspector General of the Police, Fanta Baba Shehu, the Borno Minister for Women’s Affairs, and Kashim Shettima, the Borno State Governor. The organization shared a summary of the report findings and asked for information on a number of concerns raised. In three instances, the request for information was issued in line with the Nigerian Freedom of Information Act. As of 1 May 2018, no responses had been received.

This report builds on earlier reports released by Amnesty International on violations by Boko Haram and the Nigerian military, including on arbitrary detention and detention conditions in Giwa barracks.

---

1 The armed forces responded requesting that Amnesty International re-direct its communications on issues pertaining to the Nigerian army to the Federal Ministry of Justice.
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3. CONFLICT IN THE NORTH-EAST

3.1 CONFLICT

The conflict in north-east Nigeria began in 2009 when the insurgent movement Jama’atu Ahlis Sunna Lidda’awati wal-Jihad, popularly known as Boko Haram, started its violent campaign.

Boko Haram was established in 2002 in north-east Nigeria as a religious movement committed to a society based on its interpretation of Islam. After clashes in 2009 between the Nigerian security forces and Boko Haram’s members, and the extrajudicial execution of their leader Mohammed Yusuf, the group began revenge attacks against the police in 2010. Their attacks increasingly targeted civilians, and from 2012 the group attacked schools, teachers and students to prevent people from receiving a “western” education.

In mid-2013, state security forces, with assistance from the Civilian Joint Task Force (Civilian JTF), a state-sponsored civilian militia, pushed Boko Haram out of the cities and towns of north-east Nigeria where they had lived among the population. Boko Haram moved to remote communities, such as their headquarters in Sambisa forest in Borno state, and launched raids on towns and villages across the state and neighbouring regions with increasing ferocity.8

From July 2014, Boko Haram started taking control of large swathes of territory in north-east Nigeria. At its peak, their control extended across most of Borno state (excluding Maiduguri and the southern-most part of the state), northern Adamawa and into eastern Yobe states.9

In the course of the conflict, Boko Haram has killed thousands of civilians -- through bombing crowded markets and roadblocks, during attacks on towns and villages, and in areas under its control to punish individuals for perceived transgressions of the group’s rules. They killed and forcibly recruited boys and young men, and abducted boys, girls and women, in particular.10

While the abduction of large numbers of girls from schools has sometimes received international attention, such attacks are not isolated incidents.11 Boko Haram has reportedly abducted at least 4,000 boys, girls and women since 2009, and trapped tens of thousands more when it took control of towns in the north-east.12 An unknown number remain under its control.

---

8 Amnesty International has extensively documented abuses committed by Boko Haram fighters, concluding that they amount to war crimes and crimes against humanity. See for example Amnesty International, ‘Our job is to shoot, slaughter and kill’, which contains information on Boko Haram’s organizational structure, recruitment tactics and resources, and details abuses committed by the group from 2013 to 2015.

9 Amnesty International, “Our job is to shoot, slaughter and kill”.

10 Amnesty International, “Our job is to shoot, slaughter and kill”.


WOMEN’S LIVES IN AREAS UNDER BOKO HARAM CONTROL

Boko Haram imposed repressive rules on populations under its control, and prohibited people from leaving its territory without permission. Basic activities like obtaining food and gaining a livelihood often became immensely difficult due to overwhelming restrictions. Women were not allowed out of their homes without an “acceptable” reason. Women reported being flogged when caught breaking this rule.

Women and girls who were abducted or living in towns and villages under Boko Haram control were often forced into marriage with men from among Boko Haram’s members. Parents who refused to allow their daughters to be married were also punished. Two women from villages near Bama town showed Amnesty International scars and disfigurement on their arms, and said that they had been tied up and flogged for refusing to let Boko Haram members marry their young daughters.

Women forcibly married to Boko Haram members were raped. Women and girls who were not married to Boko Haram members but were under the group’s control were also raped. Wives of Boko Haram members were kept inside their homes, except for participating in classes on the Qur’an, and were responsible for domestic tasks. In some cases, women and girls were trained as fighters. Many women and girls were forced to join Boko Haram’s campaign of violence, including being forced into suicide bombings.

Twenty-five-year-old Hauwa (not her real name), who fled her home in a village in Gulumba district in Bama LGA in early 2017, told Amnesty International that life under Boko Haram was a nightmare especially after her husband escaped ahead of the family to find a safe place for them to go. She said:

“After my husband was gone, I had to look after the children alone. I had to go to the fields if I was going to feed them. I went to Boko Haram and I said to them that they should let me go to the fields because no-one gives me food. They said no, it is forbidden. But I had no choice. I had to go to the fields. So I would sneak out. Three times, they caught me. They flogged me with sticks as a punishment. They had guns, and they threatened to shoot me. But I had to keep going. What forced me to flee was that they wanted to marry one of my children. I have a ten-year-old daughter and they came and said they wanted to marry her to one of them. I said she is too young, she is still a child… They told me to get ready and prepare myself for giving her to them for marriage. So I fled that night with her and my six other children. I ran towards Bama town”.

Many women told Amnesty International that they had witnessed executions of people in their villages by Boko Haram members for “transgressing” the group’s rules. They included seven women who said that they had witnessed executions of family members or neighbours after unsuccessful escape attempts. One woman from Marya town in Dikwa LGA told Amnesty International that when Boko Haram found out that the family was planning to flee their home in mid-2017, “they came to the house to meet my son. They said ‘we heard about your plans of running away’. They went outside, gathered people, and shot my son. They said it should be a lesson to others.” Several other women told of brutal beatings they had received, including as punishment after their family members escaped.

13 Amnesty International, “Our job is to shoot, slaughter and kill”.
15 Amnesty International, interviews, June 2016-April 2018. One woman from Bakari village, Bama LGA, showed her scarred arms to researchers, and said she was tied with a rope and beaten as punishment after her son escaped. Another woman said she witnessed the execution by stoning of two women in her village of Dawon, Bama LGA, for having “relations outside of marriage”. Amnesty International interview, September 2017.
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The Nigerian armed forces have also committed serious violations of international humanitarian law and human rights law in the context of the armed conflict. As of June 2015, Amnesty International had documented that the Nigerian military had extra-judicially executed more than 1,200 people in the course of the conflict and arbitrarily arrested at least 20,000.21

Men and women told Amnesty International that they had been trapped in the cycle of violence and faced impossible ultimatums from government forces as well as Boko Haram. A 52-year-old man from Grosoye village in Bama LGA told Amnesty International that during 2014:

“We (would) get attacks by Boko Haram and the Nigerian army all the time […]. If you join the Civilian JTF, Boko Haram will come and kill you and burn your house; on the other hand, if you don’t join the Civilian JTF, the army will say you’re Boko Haram. They’ll arrest you, kill you and burn your house. We were confused. We didn’t know what to do.”22

In early 2015, the Nigerian military, in coordination with the armed forces of Cameroon, Chad and Niger, launched a major counter-offensive against Boko Haram.23 By March 2015, the Nigerian military announced they had recaptured a number of towns that had been under Boko Haram control, including the destroyed and deserted Bama town (in Bama LGA), which once was home to approximately 250,000 people, the second largest population centre in Borno state after Maiduguri.24 The military established bases in these towns and then continued their operations in the surrounding rural villages.

Military operations against Boko Haram are still ongoing in north-east Nigeria, particularly in more remote and rural areas.25 The recaptured towns were – and still are – heavily fortified by the military, in otherwise insecure areas of ongoing fighting. In many cases, there is only a small perimeter of several kilometres outside the town that is secured and under the control of the military. The recaptured towns are otherwise mostly disconnected – from Maiduguri and neighbouring areas that are under the control of the civilian authorities, as well as from each other. They are often difficult to access except via helicopter or land travel in military-escorted convoys.

21 Amnesty International, “Stars on their shoulders”.
22 Amnesty International interview, September 2016.
23 Amnesty International, “Stars on their Shoulders”.
25 For more information, see: Updates: Operation Lafiya Dole, at: www.army.mil.ng/.
3.2 DISPLACEMENT PATTERNS

The displacement crisis began in 2014, when over a million people in north-east Nigeria fled insecurity and attacks by Boko Haram towards state capitals. Borno was the most affected state, hosting more than 670,000 IDPs by February 2015, mostly in Maiduguri. A second wave of displacement started from late 2015, this time following the increased military operations. Hundreds of thousands of people are estimated to have fled or been forced from their homes in rural villages from areas that had been under Boko Haram control. Unlike those who had fled before them (to the state capitals), most people displacing at this time relocated to the nearby larger towns that had already been secured by the military. The rate of this displacement was at its highest in late 2015 and early 2016, and by mid-2016 there had been displacements towards recaptured main towns in at least 15 Borno LGAs. Displacement from rural areas to the recaptured towns continued until the time of writing, albeit at a slower pace.

As of January 2018, a total of almost 1.8 million people were living in displacement in the north-east, including over 1.3 million in Borno state.

SATELLITE CAMPS ESTABLISHED

During late 2015, the military established so-called “satellite camps” in recaptured LGA towns to host arriving IDPs. These camps were managed by the military, with the support of the Civilian Joint Task Force (Civilian JTF, a civilian militia who support the military), who live inside the camps.

In Bama town, the military turned a hospital complex that had been destroyed by Boko Haram into a camp known as Bama Hospital camp. A de facto camp was set up in nearby Banki town, also in Bama LGA, where the military directed arriving displaced people to abandoned homes in an area of the town which was cordoned off.

By April 2016, the National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA) reported that around 216,000 IDPs were living in 14 satellite camps, mostly in Borno LGA. The camps with the largest IDP population were reported to be in Ngala town, with over 70,000 IDPs; Dikwa town, with over 50,000; and Bama and Damboa towns, both with over 25,000. Some 15,000 IDPs also lived in Banki town. A stark effect of such mass displacement was that some towns, such as Bama and Banki, became empty aside from the IDPs, the military and the Civilian JTF, as residents from the town fled, were detained or were also relocated into the satellite camps.

During late 2015 and the first half of 2016, the military controlled the satellite camps with little oversight and scant support from the civilian authorities. As documented in this report, the situation for people living in the camps during this period was deplorable and at least hundreds and more likely thousands of IDPs died from hunger and sickness during this time. The situation only started to improve after June 2016. These improvements appear to have been catalysed in June 2016 by 1) the Borno state Governor organizing for medical evacuations and additional assistance to some of the satellite camps, and 2) the international attention that stemmed from a press statement by the NGO Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) highlighting the “humanitarian catastrophe” in Bama Hospital camp and in the satellite camps in general after they visited on 21 June 2016. MSF’s statement was described by the head of one prominent NGO working in north-east Nigeria as “a game changer.”

---

26 IOM Displacement Tracking Matrix | DTM Round II, February 2015, available at: reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/2015%20DTM%20Round%20II%20Report%20%20February%20%202015.pdf. Data was only collected from Maiduguri, Jere and Biu, so may not have captured displacement within and between other LGAs.
30 These are: Kukuwa, Nganzai, Monguno, Marte, Ngala, Kala/Balge, Dikwa, Mafa, Bama, Konduga, Kaga, Damboa, Gwoza, Biu, and Askira/Uba LGAs. UNICEF, 2016, map of newly accessible LGAs (showing displaced children and child protection proposed response areas), at: reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/estimated_children_in_satellite_camps_borno_state.pdf.
31 IOM Displacement Tracking Matrix | DTM Round XXI, February 2018, available at: drive.google.com/file/d/1B0zSxXVZwX3FV53V00K66sKvJ5j3UPXyQ/view
33 Amnesty International interviews, NGOs, March 2017.
35 Amnesty International interview, NGO official, March 2017. A number of other humanitarian officials also referred to the MSF statement in such a way.
Several hundred thousand people currently live in the now approximately 50 satellite camps in recaptured LGA towns in Borno. In most of the Borno camps, including the satellite camps, humanitarian agencies are now providing monthly food assistance distributions (or complementing assistance provided by the authorities). In February 2018, the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) reported that 92% of IDPs living in IDP sites in Borno reported that they had access to food on site, and another 5% off-site (mostly in the form of cash transfers or food distributions).

Concerns remain, however, as to the availability and adequacy of the food assistance even in the sites where it is being distributed. In the same IOM survey, IDPs in 70% of IDP sites surveyed reported food to be their largest unmet need. UNICEF have reported that unless remedial actions are taken, an estimated 400,000 children in 14 Borno LGAs will be severely malnourished in 2018.

The satellite camps remain heavily militarized. While the military no longer officially run the satellite camps (most are reported to now be run by the federal or disaster management agencies, by NGOs, or do not have any management at all), they continue to control a number of facets of the lives of IDPs living within them. Aside from the emergency management agencies, in many cases the civilian authorities have not returned (or not fully returned) to the recaptured towns, and the military and Civilian JTF continue to fill the gaps left in governance and law and order, including policing. The military also make decisions about the level of freedom IDPs have to enter and exit the camp.

---

37 In 15 Borno LGAs, including 2 camps in Bama LGA (one in Bama town and one in Banki town), 13 in Dikwa, 12 in Monguno, 12 in Damboa, 11 in Nganzai, 11 in Ngala and 1 in Kala Balge LGAs, according to the Displacement Tracking Matrix | DTM Round XXI, February 2018, available at drive.google.com/file/d/18OqXXFZbWF70VWIgmgv1N8XfjyvJkX9DoQOn/.
38 As of December 2017, the WFP-led food security sector reported that international humanitarian agencies and the authorities together reached approximately two million people in need in the north-east with food assistance (either in kind, or through cash grants). See WFP. December 2017, Nigeria Situation report, available at: docs.wfp.org/api/documents/41377194d054893e6c42d82e6573c60a/download?ga=2.77577878.207637519.1519827663-2406961.1873496.
42 Displacement Tracking Matrix | DTM Round XXI, February 2018. Only approximately a third of the camps in the north-east are reported to have any site management, most of these by the government (mostly the federal and disaster management agencies) or NGOs. Food support is reportedly provided to 90 per cent of all displacement sites, and water and sanitation support to 77 per cent of the sites. This data is not desegregated for the satellite camps. For profiles of IDP sites as of February 2018, see DTM Nigeria Site Profiles Borno, available at nigeria.iom.int/dtm-february-2018.
44 As noted by ICRC, for example, NEMA authorities and LGA Chairmen are usually involved in allocating passes at the camps, but the military retains control over the daily limit and any additional restrictions on movement. See ICRC, “operationalizing the Kampala Convention: internal displacement in north-east Nigeria” December 2016, at: icrc.org/sites/default/files/documents/icrc_abj_internal_displacement_in_north_east_nigeria_november_2016.pdf. Recent interviews with IDPs indicate that the military still retains this authority.
4. EMPTYING VILLAGES AND DIVIDING FAMILIES

“The soldiers, they betrayed us, they said that we should come out of from our villages. They said it would be safer and that they would give us a secure place to stay. But when we came, they betrayed us. They detained our husbands and then they raped us women.”

35-year-old Yakura (not her real name), who fled her home in Andara village in December 2016.

Amnesty International has documented a pattern since late 2015 in which people living in rural areas have been forced by the military to leave their homes and relocate to the nearest recaptured LGA town. Each person arriving in the recaptured towns has then been subject to a “screening” operation by the military. During this process, large numbers of people, mostly men, have been detained and transferred to military detention facilities, such as Giwa barracks in the Borno state capital of Maiduguri, where many have remained detained for prolonged periods. Only those who “passed” the screening (mostly women and girls, young boys and older men) have been permitted to proceed to the satellite camps.

4.1 FORCED DISPLACEMENT

Displaced people interviewed have given a range of reasons they fled to the satellite camps from late 2015 until the present.

Twenty-eight told Amnesty International they came to the satellite camps for protection against Boko Haram. In most of these cases, they said they had suffered greatly under Boko Haram’s control, but had not dared to try to escape earlier for fear of being killed or because they were afraid that Boko Haram would carry out reprisals against their family members. The military operations, or the presence of the military nearby, had finally made it possible for them to flee. In many of these cases, people interviewed reported that they took great risks in fleeing their villages, which were still under Boko Haram control, and did so as Boko Haram members were trying to forcibly recruit their children or forcibly marry their daughters.
However, Amnesty International has also documented a pattern across several LGAs in Borno state where people left their villages not because of Boko Haram violence but because they were forced to do so by the military or feared attack by the military if they did not.

Fifty-seven IDPs interviewed gave this as the primary reason they had fled to the satellite camps. Of these, 36 said they fled to the satellite camps after the military bombed or opened fire indiscriminately on residents, and/or set their homes alight, killing men, women and children who were not involved with Boko Haram. 48 The military often ordered or otherwise made it clear to residents they would not be safe unless they went to the satellite camps. Eight reported that government military forces came to their villages and ordered all

48 Amnesty International interviews, June 2016-April 2018. This included IDPs from the following villages/towns: Kaldalanga, Kumshe, Kodoy, Buladogo, Banderei, Budumri, Maleri, Dipchari, Kalamukdoh, Kala Kutu, Bakari, Grossoye, Nenela, Gala Kura, Small Andara, Camarwa, Zay in Bama LGA; Kalari in Konduga; Alamberi, Musani, Yiku in Marte LGA, Kumon, in Nganzai LGA.
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residents to go to the satellite camps. 49 Thirteen said that they fled pre-emptively because they knew that the military had attacked residents of neighbouring villages and feared such an attack if they remained. 50

Sixty-two-year-old Ibrahim (not his real name), told researchers how he fled to Bama Hospital camp from Budumri village in Bama LGA after a military operation in February 2016. He said:

“Around nine in the morning, the military arrived. I was on our farm when they came. They set fire to the houses, and opened fire with their guns. They said the people had to come out of the houses. They were searching for Boko Haram and everyone said they were not Boko Haram, so then they killed people and burnt the houses… I could see the houses on fire and hear the gunfire from the farm. After they had left, I came back around 2.30, and at 4 pm we made the burial. We buried 32 people – four were women, three of the women were burnt to death in their homes and one was shot. The others were men. Most of the men were escaping when the soldiers opened fire on them and shot them.” 51

Satellite data confirms that Budumri village was burned down, likely in February 2016.

Thirty-eight-year-old Ama (not her real name), who fled Kalamukdoh village in Bama LGA in late 2015, recounted to Amnesty International how she and her family had suffered under Boko Haram control and were then attacked by the military instead of being rescued. She said:

“When we heard that the soldiers were coming, we were hopeful. We thought, finally! But they didn’t come. Instead, they bombed us from the nearby village for many hours. A lot of people were killed by the soldiers’ bombing […] My husband’s sister and three of her children were all killed by a bomb. They killed some Boko Haram fighters, but the real ones had already gone.” 52

Ama said she fled from her village to Banki camp with her family after the bombing.

A second woman from the same town interviewed separately told researchers she had fled from her home to Banki in late 2015 for similar reasons. She said that Boko Haram had been operating in her town for a number of months before the army attacked their village. She added:

“The army didn’t come to Kalamukdoh. They were bombing from a nearby village. A lot of bombs were dropped on the town. These bombings killed a lot of people. They would always happen around Maghreb [evening] time. It would last for about thirty minutes each day.” 53

Thirty-year-old Khadeeja (not her real name) from Bakari village in Bama LGA described how she fled after being attacked by the Nigerian military in late 2015. She said the army arrived in her town and that:

49 Amnesty International interviews, June 2016-April 2018. Most of these IDPs were from Kala Balge LGA, they told researchers they had been ordered from their villages, including Kala, Malti, and Makandri, to Rann camp, in or around March 2016.
50 Amnesty International interviews, June 2016-April 2018.
51 Amnesty International interview, July 2016.
52 Amnesty International interview, September 2016.
53 Amnesty International interview, August 2016.
“They opened fire and they shot at everyone who was running in panic. They killed five people. The dead included one of my daughters. There was a baby with us too, my granddaughter, who was two years old. She was wounded from the gunshot.”

Two Shuwa Arab women from Musari village, Marte LGA, said they fled in early 2016 after being forced to leave by the military. One said “the army came to our village and all the surrounding ones and put fire to everything and told us that we had to leave. They did this to all the villages near us. I came with my eight children and my mother to Dikwa camp.”

Many IDPs interviewed reported that those killed in these attacks were disproportionately elderly people and people with disabilities who were less able to flee quickly. 38-year-old Musa (not his real name), from Alamberi village, Marte LGA, told Amnesty International that in April 2016:

“We were in our village, the army came and told us that if we see Boko Haram passing through the village, we should call them. There was a checkpoint about 500 meters outside our village. Three days later, Boko Haram came and they started opening fire towards the checkpoint. Then they left. In response, the army came to Alamberi and opened fire [on residents]. Some of us escaped, but the elders who couldn’t escape were killed. Then the army burned the village. Later on, after two days, we came back to see what happened. We buried 15 bodies, most were elderly men and women, and four children under two years old.”

After this attack, Musa fled with his family to Monguno camp.

One official who was working with an international NGO in the north-east in 2016 also told Amnesty International that the military dropped leaflets across a number of affected LGAs in late 2015 and the first quarter of 2016 informing people that if they did not relocate to the capital of their LGA they would be subject to attack by the military. Some IDPs reported hearing radio announcements ordering them to leave.

Thirty-year-old Halima (not her real name), from Kalu Kutu village in Bama LGA, told Amnesty International what happened after she and other people in her village chose not to flee to the recaptured towns but tried to remain after the military attacked and burnt their homes. She said that in December 2015:

“The Nigerian army went to our village, they started opening fire, and everybody started running into the bush. The army set fire to our houses and burned the town. We ran to the bush and stayed there. After three months, we came back to the village and we rebuilt our houses. After again three months, [around June 2016] the army came [again]. We all ran. The army killed two people then, a 70-year-old man, and a 20-year-old man with a disability. And they burned the town. We made the burial of those two and then we walked for three days to Banki camp.”

International humanitarian organizations have raised concerns that the Nigerian authorities’ military operations have been associated with a number of protection concerns, and that the campaign has “limited the supply of food and goods to civilians remaining in hard-to-reach areas”, with the result that people who tried to remain behind “are cut off from basic services and humanitarian assistance”.

While most of the IDPs interviewed had travelled to the recaptured towns on their own, some said they were taken by soldiers. This included five who were picked up in their village by soldiers during military operations; nine who approached the military asking for protection in other locations, such as at checkpoints on main roads; and 20 who tried to flee to Cameroon but were intercepted by Cameroonian soldiers on the way or in villages inside Cameroon.

Twenty-eight-year-old Fanna (not her real name), from Dipchari village in Bama LGA, told Amnesty International that the military took her to Bama Hospital camp against her will.

Fanna said that, while some people in her village had fled to the satellite camp in Banki in late 2015 fearing attack by the military if they did not, she and others remained in Dipchari as they had also “heard reports that the soldiers were killing and detaining lots of ordinary people” in Banki. She said that several months later the military came to Dipchari; they opened fire, killing three men running away, and burned all their homes down. However, even after this attack, she and scores of others chose to remain in Dipchari and rebuild. She told Amnesty International that she and a group of other women from her village were on their...
way to a neighbouring village for a wedding ceremony in mid-2016 when they were stopped by the military, loaded on to military vehicles and taken to Bama.

Fanna said that in early 2018 she was reunited in Bama Secondary School camp with other people from Dipchari who had been brought to Bama by the military, also against their will. They had likewise been forced into military trucks as they were caught outside the village.

In March 2018, an Amnesty delegate visiting Bama town saw a group of women newly arriving in the camp. Amnesty International was later told by other women who were from a nearby area and spoke with them that these women were from a village called Jere and had been brought to the camp after a military operation in their village in which some of their husbands were also killed. One woman said: “These women are always crying. Even when they were given papers for food, they destroyed it, and said they don’t want it, they just want to go home.”

Ahmed (not his real name), a civilian who accompanied the military on one of their operations in November 2017, told Amnesty International that once the soldiers arrived in a village, they assembled all the women and children and loaded them on a military truck, looted belongings, took food stocks and then burned their houses.

Amnesty International, March 2018. Amnesty International was not able to conduct interviews with the new arrivals.

Amnesty International interview, December 2017.

Women and children in Bama Hospital camp, 5 December 2015. Hundreds of displaced people died in this camp. © Gbemiga Olamikan
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THE CAMEROONIAN MILITARY

Most of the 20 IDPs who were intercepted by Cameroonian forces reported that the men in their group were beaten by the soldiers. Almost all of them also reported that they were robbed.

Four women interviewed who were intercepted by the Cameroonian military in separate incidents along the border area or in Cameroonian villages around the same period reported that the soldiers forced all the women and girls in their group to remove their clothes before searching them as they stood naked. These incidents mostly occurred in 2016.

Twenty-year-old Kellu (not her real name) told Amnesty International that she fled to the village of Ombasheer in Cameroon in early 2016. On the morning after she arrived she was approached by three Cameroonian soldiers:

“They asked where we were from. I said Gala [village]. One said ‘where are you going’? [Then] he said ‘you are Boko Haram women’. We were seven, including my children and two other women… They told us to take off our clothes. Then they said take off your underwear. So we took off our underwear. All of us were standing there naked. The soldiers said we should stand. But I was shy, so I sat down. One of the soldiers grabbed me and said stand up, like the others [in the group]. I tried to sit a second time and he beat me and made me stand again. They searched us, but found nothing. Then searched all our bags, one by one, everything. I had 20,000 naira in my luggage because I had sold my mattress. They took it. I had no money left. … Then they took us to Banki.”

One woman also reported that women in her group were raped and sexually humiliated by the Cameroonian military in the Cameroonian town of Kulujiya before transferring them back to Banki camp in Nigeria. She said:

“The Cameroonian military told us to remove all our clothes and we were left naked, both men and women. Some of the women were raped by the military that day, and they raped them anyhow they liked with different sex positions…. [Some of the group] were raped again [that night] and from there they kept us naked and told us to open our private parts up and they were laughing at us. That was how they humiliated us.”

Human Rights Watch has reported that the Cameroonian armed forces have continued to kill, beat, rob and rape Nigerians who fled into Cameroon before forcibly returning them to recaptured towns in Nigeria.

Amnesty International also received a report that Cameroonian armed forces were involved in an attack on civilians in the Nigerian village of Gala Kura.

Forty-year-old Judam (not her real name) told Amnesty International that she and other civilians were attacked by Cameroonian military in late 2015 while they were on a joint patrol with the Nigerian military.

“That day they came, we were all very happy, we saw the military, we said, we have been freed! One of our leaders [of our village] said, everybody should get ready. Everybody raised their arms up, and we went to the main road. In my group, we were about 30 women, men and children. An armoured tank with the Cameroonian military came to us, when it was maybe 20 metres away from us, it opened fire. The armoured tank was turning the head like this, opening fire. All of the people standing with me were shot. I fell down. When I woke up, there was flesh of people on all over my body.”

Judam said that she and other survivors buried 20 bodies after the attack, including her husband and sister. She said they fled to Banki after that as they knew it would be dangerous to stay in their village.

---

64 Amnesty International interview, March 2018.
4.2 SCREENING OPERATIONS AND MASS DETENTION

Most people arriving in the recaptured towns had spent months or years living in areas under Boko Haram control, or where Boko Haram was operating. According to the accounts of dozens of IDPs, the military treated all men, women and, in some cases, children, as potential Boko Haram members.

Those arriving in the recaptured towns were subject to a “screening” operation during which the military, with the Civilian JTF, decided who was allowed to proceed to the satellite camps and who they would detain. The screenings themselves often involved separation of family members, arbitrary detention, humiliation, beatings, ill-treatment and in some cases torture.

Young men have often been targeted for violence during “screenings”. A number of women interviewed witnessed their husbands being beaten.

One adult woman said her husband was hung from the ceiling by a group of soldiers and Civilian JTF members in early 2016 and beaten in front of her while they questioned him as to why he was carrying a (relatively) large amount of money. 68 She said:

“I saw they tied him and hung him on the ceiling in a room. He was shouting. I started crying, they said they will beat me too. I heard him crying, my eyes became very dark and I fainted. They left him in the room… I wondered why did we come here, we came to the safest place, but it is horrible. I fell sick. For twenty-four hours, I was not conscious.” 69

Another woman said that she and her children witnessed her husband beaten unconscious by a Civilian JTF member after he stepped in to protect their daughter from being beaten. 70 In both of these cases, which occurred in Bama town, the husbands were detained and their families had not seen them since. Three women also said that they had witnessed men being killed during screenings in Banki town. 71

In some cases, women were also beaten and abused during screenings. An elderly woman, Bintu, told Amnesty International, for example, that she fled her home in Falla Falla village in Dikwa LGA in late 2017 to Dikwa town with several of her daughters-in-law – she said they had risked their lives to finally flee their Boko Haram controlled village after members demanded that her daughters-in-law and granddaughters marry them.

68 Amnesty International interview, December 2016. The interviewee said that her husband was relatively wealthy as he was a nut merchant.
70 Amnesty International interview, September 2017. The interviewee said her husband had intervened to protect their young daughter from being beaten by the Civilian JTF in punishment after she had urinated on the ground in fright.
71 Amnesty International interviews, June 2016–April 2018.
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Still taken from a video showing what appear to be soldiers shooting men after they were screened in Bama local government in 2015. © Private

She said that her group were screened at the checkpoint to Dikwa town:

“[The soldiers] started searching all of us. They told us to take off our clothes and we were standing there [at the checkpoint], naked. So I argued with them – I said ‘I am elderly, how can I be naked. How can [you make] these women be naked?’ They told us, ‘We are not concerned with your nakedness, so pull off [your clothes].’ We took off all our clothes, all of us women. One of the CJTF beat me, hit me with stick. He said, ‘you are the mother of Boko Haram.’ I said to him, ‘how can I be the mother of Boko Haram, if I was, I would still be in the bush’.”

In most towns, screenings took place at or close to a checkpoint on arrival in the town, or in a section of the camp. In some cases, IDPs were detained for a number of days or weeks while they were undergoing the screening, and given inadequate food, water and shelter during this period.

Deplorable conditions for women “screened” in Bama town

In Bama town, all arriving IDPs were taken to Bama prison where they underwent the “screening” operation. Most women told Amnesty International they were detained for two or three days in the prison for “screening” operations before being transferred to the satellite camp. Some said they were detained for a week or two for this process.

During this time, they reported being locked in cells and insulted and shouted at by the soldiers and Civilian JTF members, who called them “Boko Haram wives.” Some women said they were beaten when they begged for more food or water for themselves or their children.

Women consistently reported receiving food only once a day. Some reported that they had to wait one day or more after they arrived before they received any food. Soldiers would provide a tray of rice for many women and children to share and women reported that they would often fight to get just a few handfuls, which some said they gave straight to their children. They reported that they were given access to a tap for drinking water only once a day and for a short period of time. Several described lapping up dirty water from the floor near the tap out of desperation. Several women reported that there were people who fainted in their cell because of the terrible conditions, and several more said there were deaths in their cells as hundreds of people were crammed into a small space.

Three women told Amnesty International they gave birth in Bama prison during screening operations and had received no medical assistance.

Thirty-five-year-old Aliya (not her real name), who arrived in Bama town in late 2016, said:

“When we arrived in Bama prison, it was awful. People were being beaten in the yard in front of us. They started beating my husband and son. So much fear came into me. I was pregnant and I went into labour. I found the toilet and I had my baby next to it. No-one helped me. At the beginning, I didn’t know if my baby was alive.”
alive or dead, she was silent. In the morning, my in-laws were able to collect some water and give it to me in the toilet room."  

Aiya said her baby was born about a month prematurely, but the military took her to a health clinic and the daughter survived. Her husband and 12-year-old son were detained and transferred to Giwa barracks. At the time of interview, her son had been released a few months earlier, but her husband was still in detention.  

Women who were interviewed by Amnesty International in March 2018 confirmed that arriving IDPs were still being screened at Bama prison, and that they would typically spend several days locked in poor conditions.  

**MASS DETENTION OF MEN IN BAMA AND BANKI TOWNS**  

Amnesty International has documented a pattern in Bama and Banki towns: in both, the military separated the vast majority of men aged approximately between 14 and 40 from the rest of the IDP population during the “screening” operations and transferred them to Giwa barracks where many have faced prolonged detention. Amnesty International has previously documented the screening and arbitrary detention of men arriving in Bama town, and the arbitrary detention and large numbers of deaths of men and boys in Giwa barracks.  

Amnesty International spoke to many women aged approximately 18-40 who had arrived in Bama or Banki towns with their husbands but had subsequently been separated from them. All of them said that their husband had been detained and had not followed them to the camp. In some cases in Banki, they had been taken from the camp. Other women also reported the same pattern relating to their sons or brothers. The majority of the incidents related to late 2015 and throughout 2016, when most IDPs arrived from rural villages to the camp. In most cases, these women said their family members had not yet been released.  

The decision to detain these men and transfer them to other military facilities appeared to be solely based on the fact that they were, or perceived to be, men of “fighting age”. Men from different ethnic backgrounds were detained. The numbers of IDPs who gave similar accounts strongly indicates that the detentions they witnessed have been part of a wider pattern of arbitrary detention of hundreds, if not thousands, of men arriving in these two towns alone.  

On their arrival in the camps, some women said they were told by members of the Civilian JTF that their male relatives had been taken to Giwa barracks, and would not be coming back. Some women said they were told nothing.  

**Thirty-year-old Kusam** (not her real name), from Gala Kura village, said that she and her family fled their home following a radio announcement telling them to do so. On arrival in Bama town, they were taken to Bama prison for a “screening” operation. She said:  

“We were there for three days. Then they took me and the children to the camp in Bama. My husband was with us until Bama prison. Then he didn’t come with us [to Bama Hospital camp]. I do not know where he is. We were a large group coming to Bama prison from our village… They took all the young men.”  

Another woman said that after arriving in Banki town and presenting themselves to soldiers on the outskirts of the town in early 2016:  

“The soldiers announced that men and boys one way, women and girls another way. So, my husband who is 42 years old and my eldest son who is 15 years old moved to one place and I stayed with my youngest son and our daughter, along with my husband’s mother who is over 70 and was already sick. We waited and waited while they screened the men. They took about 30 men and boys away, my husband and son included… up until now I have no idea where they are.”
Thirty-year-old Farnay (not her real name), a Shuwa Arab herder, said her family fled Carnawa village with their cows in mid-2016 after the army burned the homes in their village:

“We ran into Boko Haram on the road, and they took our cows. We continued walking to Soje town and there we met the army. The army transferred us to Bama [prison]. There were five men in our group, including my husband and son. They were all detained…. My son was released a few months ago in one of the big releases [from Giwa barracks]. He was malnourished. He is only 12. My only hope now is for the release of my husband [who is still detained in Giwa].”

Amnesty International has received consistent reports from IDPs in Bama, and humanitarian organizations that young men in particular continue to be detained and transferred to Giwa barracks.

4.3 HUSBANDS AND SONS STILL MISSING: IMPACT ON WOMEN

Almost all of the women that Amnesty International interviewed expressed great anguish about the fate of their husbands, sons and brothers who had been detained. In the vast majority of cases, women told researchers that their male family members had not yet been released. Families had not been given any official information on their detained relative’s current whereabouts, let alone the chance to visit them.

Displaced women living in satellite camps have few or no means to find out information about their family members in military detention. Amnesty International has extensively documented that lawyers are denied access to the detention facility at Giwa barracks, and detainees are denied contact with legal representatives and family members.

Several women told Amnesty International that when they asked the military or the Civilian JTF in Bama Hospital camp for information, they were told to give up as their husbands and sons would never return. Two women from Dikwa told researchers in January 2018 that elders from their village had gone to Giwa barracks several times since their husbands were detained in late 2015, but had not been given any information. One woman said she had searched military detention facilities looking for her husband, but had not been able to obtain any information about him from the soldiers. Other women told Amnesty International that they had not tried to go to Giwa barracks or other military detention facilities for information as they were not permitted to leave their camp to do so, did not feel safe doing so, and/or had been told by others that it was fruitless.

In practice, women interviewed were only able to discover information on detained family members from former detainees, who may have been with them in detention. Through this method, approximately half of the women that Amnesty International interviewed said that they had confirmed that their family members were alive/had been held in Giwa barracks, although the information was often more than a year old.

85 Amnesty International interview, September 2017. At the time of interview, she said that her teenage son had been released in a series of mass releases from Giwa earlier that year. Her son confirmed his father was still detained at Giwa barracks.
86 Amnesty International interview UN staff member, September 2017; Amnesty International interview NGO staff member, February 2018.
87 Amnesty International, “If you see it, you will cry”; and Amnesty International, “Stars on their shoulders, blood on their hands”.
88 Amnesty International interviews, June 2016-April 2018.
89 Amnesty International interviews, January 2018.
91 Amnesty International interviews, June 2016-April 2018. Three interviews.
92 Amnesty International interviews, June 2016-April 2018. Consistently reported. Two humanitarian officials responsible for running protection programs in Bama Hospital camp confirmed in September 2017 that IDPs in the camp frequently raised concerns about now knowing the whereabouts of their husbands or male family members, and confirmed that there was no system in place to inform individuals of family members or loved ones detained in military detention.
Some women had believed their husbands or other family members were dead, until they received news they had been seen alive in military detention. Twenty-five-year-old Hauwa (not her real name) from a village in Bama LGA said she last saw her husband after he left their town in late 2014 to look for an escape route for the family to flee their Boko Haram-controlled village to a government-controlled area. She had been told by people in a neighbouring village that they had seen him pass, then seen a military patrol go in his direction, and heard gunshots. The neighbours counselled her to assume the worst and she mourned him until she found out several years later from former detainees he was in fact alive but had been detained. Like many women, Fanna explained she desperately wanted her husband to return, and that she also needed him to help provide for the family and share the responsibility of looking after their children.93

Other women found out through former detainees that their relatives were no longer alive. Thirty-five-year-old Zara (not her real name), was no longer able to use her arms properly after being beaten and tortured by Boko Haram members in her village in Bama LGA after she refused to accept a demand that her daughter be married to one of their members. She said she fled with her husband and children hoping to find protection from the military. She last saw her husband during a “screening” operation in Bama prison in early 2016. A former detainee who once shared a cell with her husband has since told her that he had died in detention, but she had received no official information to confirm this.

“From what I heard, my husband spent a month in Bama prison and then he was transferred to Giwa barracks. He died in Giwa. He got sick and died. He used to look after me and help me eat and drink. Now I have to ask my young daughter to look after me.”94

Sixty-five-year-old Jiday (not her real name), a Shuwa Arab herder, desperately wanted her son back. She said Mohammed (not his real name), her only son, had been detained when they arrived together in Bama town in mid-2016. In his absence, she struggled to raise his three children. She expressed how much she missed and suffered without him, saying:

“I need him to care for me because I am old. Without him, I am the one collecting firewood [to sell for food]. I need his support.”95

“BINTU”: ONE OF MANY WOMEN DESPERATE FOR THE RETURN OF THEIR HUSBANDS

“We were in our villages when Boko Haram invaded.... We found refuge with government… They then took our husbands to [military detention facilities in] Maiduguri, telling us that they were taking them to an IDP camp… It is [almost] three years now, we don’t know where our husbands are.”96

---

93 Amnesty International interview, September 2017.
94 Amnesty International interview, September 2017. She said she was beaten in punishment for refusing to allow Boko Haram to marry her ten-year-old daughter to a member.
95 Amnesty International interview, September 2017.
96 Amnesty International interview, March 2018.
Tens of women described psychological suffering caused by the detention of their husbands and sons. An Amnesty International delegate met one elderly woman in Bama Secondary School camp in March 2018 who was emaciated. Other women from her village said she didn’t want to talk about anything apart from her three sons who had been detained when she arrived in Bama Hospital in late 2015, and that she had been refusing food. They told Amnesty International that the detention and lack of information about their sons and other male relatives was causing pain and mental health concerns. Weeks later, she died.

Many of the satellite camps are disproportionately made up of women and their dependents, with few young (civilian) men present. While some of this disparity may have been because more men were involved or killed in the conflict, the high number of women who recounted that they had arrived with their husbands and male relatives who were then detained and transferred to military detention facilities suggests that the arbitrary detention of men and boys could be a major reason for the gender imbalance.

Almost all the women told Amnesty International how the mass detention of men had not only left them to struggle to care for their families alone, but the lack of civilian men in the camps also left them exposed to greater protection risks.

Referring to the high levels of sexual violence in the satellite camps, addressed later in this report, one woman told Amnesty International for example that “if our husbands were with us, nobody would make all these sexual advances at us, nobody would abuse us sexually and maltreat us like this.” Numerous other women gave similar accounts.

The vast majority of women that Amnesty International interviewed said that their biggest hope for their future was that their husbands or other male family members would be released.

97 She was transferred to Maiduguri where she received treatment for malnutrition.
5. LEFT TO DIE IN THE SATELLITE CAMPS

“Because there was no food... people started dying [in Bama Hospital camp], 20-30 a day. I lost my mother, my father, my older brother, my aunt and one of my daughters; a total of five family members. Three of my (other) children also fell sick from malnutrition.”

30-year-old Judam (not her real name) talking about the situation in Bama Hospital camp after she arrived around October 2016.

IDPs interviewed who passed the “screening” operations and proceeded to the satellite camps have faced deplorable conditions and abuse.

In Bama Hospital camp (replaced by Bama Secondary School camp in December 2017) and other satellite camps, women have been confined to the camp and prevented from leaving for the surrounding areas or relocating to other places.

For a period of approximately nine months to a year after they were established, from late 2015 to mid/late 2016, the food, water and health care provided to IDPs in Bama Hospital and other satellite camps was so inadequate that thousands died from hunger and sickness.

While the humanitarian situation has improved in the months since, IDPs now in Bama Secondary School camp and other satellite camps still battle with hunger. In some camps, hunger and sickness-related deaths have continued to be reported.

5.1 CONFINED TO THE CAMPS

IDPs interviewed have reported being prohibited or severely restricted from leaving the satellite camps, which in some cases effectively confined them in a situation of de facto detention.

BAMA HOSPITAL/SECONDARY SCHOOL CAMP

Women who arrived in Bama Hospital camp in late 2015 or early 2016 reported that they had some freedom to enter and exit the camp for the surrounding areas when they first arrived. However, as more IDPs arrived in the camp, they were no longer allowed to go to the town and nearby areas.

Judam was able to leave the camp through a medical evacuation in July 2016. Amnesty International interview, September 2017.
Eighteen-year-old Ashetu (not her real name) from Gala village, described how the military started imposing restrictions that confined IDPs to the camp:

“When we arrived [in November 2015], the first month we were allowed to leave the camp to get zinc [for shelter] and firewood, to get whatever we wanted to eat. We went to the farm. We even went out to get water. Later [around late 2015/early 2016], some women from a village near Bama ran back to their villages when they went to get firewood… When the soldiers saw that the women were escaping, they said no more movements. It was wickedness of the soldiers, they wanted to detain women.”

Some people also reported that the movement restrictions were imposed differently on men and women in the camp, and that men were sometimes allowed to leave the camp to collect firewood while women were always prevented. Women reported that the soldiers and Civilian JTF told them that they were not permitted to leave the camp as they would “run back to their Boko Haram husbands”.

Women have continued to report being prohibited from leaving the camp for the surrounding area, including since being relocated to the Secondary School camp. This both denies women an income generating opportunity and means that single women need to buy firewood from men in order to cook.

IDPs interviewed also reported being prohibited from leaving the camp in Bama town to Maiduguri or to other locations that may be safer and where more goods and services are available.

Men and women reported being completely prohibited from leaving Bama Hospital camp for other locations in late 2015 or the first half of 2016.

From late 2016 to the present, some IDPs have been permitted to visit Maiduguri, but only on a temporary basis and in line with a restrictive quota system which also requires permission from the village head (bulamas) and the State Emergency Management Agency (SEMA), who now formally run the camp. Some told researchers that if they are given a pass to exit the camp they are required to leave their older children behind to show their intention to return.

Several women told researchers that they have been waiting (unsuccessfully) for months to obtain a permit to visit Maiduguri. Amnesty International also interviewed one woman who said she has been denied a permit to leave the camp ever since she used a previous visit to Maiduguri to search for her husband in Giwa barracks. Zara (not her real name) said that not only was she denied accurate information on her husband’s whereabouts when she visited Giwa, but she was prohibited from visiting Maiduguri a second time to continue her search in mid-2017.

“The camp managers said no, last time you went to roam about so we don’t want you to go there [to Maiduguri] again. Because last time you were disturbing people. I went eight times to get a permit but they would not give me. So later I stopped. My elderly mum came to Maiduguri and she wanted me to come to visit her, but they told me I was not allowed to go anywhere. They said ‘nobody will permit you again to go to Maiduguri because when you went you caused trouble.’”

Women have not been allowed to return to their villages of origin. Several told Amnesty International that they were desperate to return, either to escape the camp, and/or because they wanted to reunite with family members who had remained behind and who in some cases they had not seen for several years.
MOVEMENT RESTRICTIONS IN OTHER CAMPS

The movement restrictions imposed in Bama Hospital/Secondary School camp are not unique. Similar limitations have been imposed on IDPs living in satellite camps including Dikwa and Banki for example.

A report by the UNHCR-led “Protection Sector” in May 2016 found that IDPs living in the satellite camp in Dikwa town were mostly confined to the camp. These restrictions remain in place. Like IDPs in Bama Secondary School, women currently living in the (now multiple) satellite camps in Dikwa also told Amnesty International in March 2018 that only men are allowed to leave the camp for the surrounding areas, and that they may not leave even to collect firewood. They likewise reported that while they are sometimes permitted to visit Maiduguri, they are also prohibited from relocating there.

Twenty-year-old Fatima (not her real name) from Marya village in Dikwa LGA told Amnesty International for example that when people try to leave:

“The military and CJTF will see it and ask, ‘where are you going”? They won’t let you go. Even if the CJTF allow you to go through the gate, the military would stop you. The military is preventing people from leaving… They know we are not registered that we are hungry and begging. We want to leave this place. But they are saying no, we are not allowed. They have uniforms and are telling us, no, you cannot go.”

112 Amnesty International interviews, March 2018. The women reported however that scores of men have been killed in Boko Haram attacks while collecting firewood in recent months.
113 Amnesty International interview, March 2018. The ability of IDPs to leave Dikwa to other locations such as Maiduguri appears to depend on their ability to convince the military and the Civilian JTF at the gates of the camp and at checkpoints that they have a legitimate reason for travel and will return. They also said that in practice, if they wanted to leave their camp in Dikwa, this meant leaving some of their children behind in the camp with relatives or neighbours.
114 Amnesty International interview, March 2018.
**5.2 THOUSANDS OF DEATHS**

Shocking statistics emerged from the satellite camps as the crisis developed. Thousands of displaced people – mostly women, children and the elderly – died from starvation and sickness in appalling conditions across the camps in the first nine months to a year after they were established.

IDPs interviewed consistently reported up to 15-30 deaths daily in Bama Hospital camp alone, which continued unabated from late 2015 to June 2016. Amnesty International’s findings indicate that the actions and/or inaction of the authorities, particularly the military, contributed to these deaths.

**BAMA HOSPITAL CAMP – INADEQUATE FOOD, WATER AND HEALTH CARE**

Men and women confined in Bama Hospital camp in the first nine months to a year after it was established described living in a famine-like situation, which resulted in at least hundreds of deaths from hunger and sickness.

IDPs who arrived in the camp in or just before October 2015 said that there was no assistance provided when they first arrived. Instead, they ate any food that they brought with them, or that they could beg or buy from others. Several also said that soldiers sometimes shared their own food with them when they begged. At some point, likely to be in or around November 2015, IDPs said that they started receiving food distributions of dry rice or spaghetti every 15 or so days.

By January 2016, IDPs obtained food from central kitchens established in the camp. This food was provided by the National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA), but went through a series of intermediaries before it reached them. NEMA transferred food assistance packages to the Borno State Emergency Management Agency (Borno SEMA) in Maiduguri. From here, Borno SEMA transferred the packages to the military. The military, in turn, took them to the Civilian JTF in the camp, from where they were transferred to male community leaders, who organized women to cook the food.

Women interviewed said they received one plate of cooked rice or maize once a day during this period that they shared with their families. Everyone received the same amount, regardless of their family size.

The food was not available every day. Some days (approximately once every one or two weeks), there was no food available at all. No special provisions were made for women with particular needs such as the elderly or sick, or women who were pregnant or lactating. Scores of IDPs reported selling their jewellery and spare clothes they had brought with them to soldiers and Civilian JTF for additional food or other items. They also said that the food they bought with these items or money had been “diverted” – that the Civilian JTF in particular were stealing food meant for them and selling it back to them. Using the word “diverting” as a euphemism for stealing, one woman told Amnesty International:

“Some [Civilian JTF] are diverting the food, and sell it to people. We suffered, they have seen how everybody was dying of hunger. Sometimes a military person will give you N100, N200 or N500, to be nice, so you can buy more. If you complain, they will never give you anything.”

Twenty-year-old Fanna (not her real name) from Buduwa village likewise said:

“I sold all my clothes... I bought food with that… We had to sell everything we had, the CJTF bought it from us… They will give their price, something that is worth 5000 naira, maybe they will give 500 or 1000 naira. We had to sell it to them because we were hungry. Everything they are selling will be diverted. If you have money you can buy, if you don’t have money you will die there.”

Tens of women gave similar accounts. Those interviewed also said that they also faced a constant battle to get water.

---
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"It was raining season. We took rainwater, but the water has come through stool [near areas of open defecation]. Some who can, warmed the water, but others — children will just drink that water. They would not allow us to go out and fetch the water [from the stream]."124

Other women described collecting the water that dripped down from a roof.

Guidelines provided by the World Health Organization require that every individual should have access to at least 15 litres of water each day in an emergency situation.125 While women reported that several boreholes were drilled by the State authorities, by early/mid-2016 they said that they still had to queue for up to five hours to fill one container and even then could not get enough water for their families.126 At the end of June 2016, the International Organisation for Migration reported that each IDP in the camp still only had access to 5-10 litres of water per day.127

![A mother with her severely malnourished child in Bama Hospital Camp, 5 December 2015. Hundreds of displaced people died in this camp.](image)

127 IOM DTM data. In July 2016, an NGO called ESFNI stated that there were six functioning boreholes in the camp, but noted that because of the number of IDPs relying on the water, access still took 'a long period of time'. ESFNI, July 2016, Bama Hospital Camp, Response, Action Points and Site Plan (Bama Hospital camp response plan), at: www.humanitarianresponse.info/system/files/documents/files/response_action_points_and_site_plan_bama_general_hospital_camp_management_july_2016.pdf.
During this period, there were no toilets in the camp.128 Some IDPs interviewed also said that they had no shelter – they slept on the ground, and would seek cover when it rained.129

Ahmed (not his real name), a 62-year-old man Amnesty International interviewed in June 2016, days after he had transferred from Bama Hospital to Maiduguri for medical treatment, said:

“\textbf{The condition of [Bama Hospital] camp is terrible. The food is once daily… just boiled rice or boiled maize flour. The quantity is very small… There is a problem of water, once a week or two there is a whole day with absolutely no water. Even if you go out and they allow you to get water, it is not enough. There is not any shelter. We have no roof. We live are under a tree. When the rain comes, we cover our heads with our plastic mats. Later on we will sleep on that ground. There is stool everywhere. That is why everybody is sick.}\textsuperscript{130}"

Several women reported to Amnesty International that women who gave birth in Bama Hospital camp had no access to medical assistance. 30-year-old Aisha (not her real name) said that in early 2016:

“My sister gave birth to a baby under a tree. They [members of Civilian JTF] were in rooms opposite us, but nobody talked to us or helped us, we couldn’t even wash the baby [for lack of water].”\textsuperscript{131}

A government health team, supported by UNICEF, were present in the camp from May 2016\textsuperscript{132} but their number and reach was limited and they were not able to significantly reduce the high mortality and morbidity rates in the camp that persisted during this period.\textsuperscript{133}

\textbf{HUNDREDS OF DEATHS IN BAMA HOSPITAL CAMP}

Hundreds of displaced people – mostly women, children and the elderly – died in these conditions. IDPs consistently reported up to 15-30 deaths daily which continued unabated from late 2015 to June 2016.\textsuperscript{134}

Eighteen-year-old Kaltun (not her real name) who arrived at Bama Hospital camp from Gala Kura village, explained how people died on a daily basis because of lack of food and water before she and her family were medically evacuated in June 2016:

“So many of us died. We were in Bama Hospital camp [from late 2015 to June 2016]. We were a group of 50 women from our village – there were more children. Of our group, 28 women and 18 children died in Bama hospital camp…. It was hell. My younger sister died, she was four years old, my cousin’s wife died, his mother died, four of his children died. My mother-in-law became sick…”\textsuperscript{135}

Twenty-four-year-old Falta (not her real name), who arrived in November 2015 and spent around nine months in Bama Hospital camp before being medically evacuated, said:

“When we were there, two people in our family died - my baby boy and my aunt. Daily people died, sometimes ten, twenty or even thirty, every day… When somebody dies, the neighbours will help and make the burial. Daily you will see them do it. Even the burial ground in the hospital became full.”\textsuperscript{136}

Others gave similar accounts. Most of the women Amnesty International interviewed said at least one of their family members had died in the Bama Hospital camp from hunger or sickness. One elderly man said that he had been to over 150 funerals of people in the camp in the four months he lived there until June 2016.\textsuperscript{137}

Accounts of the tremendous sadness and pain of being unable to feed their children ran through the testimonies of many women interviewed. Half of the women Amnesty International interviewed who had lived in Bama Hospital camp during this time said that at least one of their children had died.\textsuperscript{138}
THEY BETRAYED US
WOMEN WHO SURVIVED BOKO HARAM RAPED, STARVED AND DETAINED IN NIGERIA

Amnesty International

Satellite images of the cemetery inside Bama Hospital camp, showing how it expanded from October 2015 to July 2016 © DigitalGlobe
Four said they had lost more than one child. One woman from Buduwa village, who recounted that her baby son and aunt had died in the camp, also told Amnesty International that:

“Most of the women have lost children, somebody lost three, another woman lost four, in our group there are 15 women from one village. We lost 20 children [between us].”\(^{138}\)

Because the women were so malnourished, they had no milk to breastfeed their babies. Hauwa (not her real name), who lost her one-year-old son, told Amnesty International:

“My baby boy died. There was no food for me, so there was no breastmilk anymore. Because of the hunger he died. The babies in Bama died daily... everybody will tell you, up to 30 to 40 babies died daily. Because we are mothers, we know, our babies died, our neighbours' babies died. It is so horrible.”\(^{140}\)

In March 2018, a group of women who had been in Bama Hospital Camp produced a list of 800 names of men, women and children who had died in the camp (mostly in the period between October 2015 and June 2016), based on information gathered from 1,200 other women who had lived in the camp.\(^{141}\) The women told Amnesty International that this list is not comprehensive.

IDPs interviewed also reported to Amnesty International a total of three cases in which women died during or just after giving birth – either during the screening operation or while in the camp.\(^{142}\)

Satellite images confirm the testimonies of the women that there were many deaths in Bama Hospital camp in late 2015 and early 2016. In December 2015, a cemetery outside Bama Hospital camp was approximately 565 metres in size, in February 2016 it was approximately 1,000 square metres. Between February and May 2016, the cemetery doubled in size again. On 21 June 2016, when MSF visited the camp, staff counted 1,233 graves near the camp which had been dug during the previous year.\(^{143}\) As witnesses told researchers that several people were often buried in each grave, especially when children were buried, there may have been more deaths than the number of graves counted.

### DEATHS AFTER BEATINGS

Almost all of the women that Amnesty International researchers interviewed said that members of the Civilian JTF beat them gratuitously in Bama Hospital camp, calling them “Boko Haram wives”. Such beatings took place especially near the water boreholes or while queuing for food distributions. One woman showed crisscrossed scars on her legs and said “All these marks are from where they beat me when I was trying to get water. If you want to get water, you will get beaten. That is the price for water.”\(^{144}\)

Another said she was beaten unconscious by a member of Civilian JTF with a bicycle tyre when she went to a food distribution point.\(^{145}\) Amnesty International received reports of the deaths of at least four women, three children and one man as a result of unlawful use of force, including severe and unprovoked beatings by members of the Civilian JTF.\(^{146}\) The women were already suffering from lack of food and water, and had very limited or in some cases no access to medical care.

### OTHER SATELLITE CAMPS – THE SAME STORY

The situation in Bama Hospital was not unique, and thousands of IDPs may have died across the satellite camps during the period between late 2015 and late 2016 due to movement restrictions and failures to provide adequate assistance.

IDPs consistently reported the lack of provision of even basic levels of food across the satellite camps during this time. IDPs in Rann reported spending several months in mid- and also late 2016 without food distributions. They said some IDPs were given land nearby to farm. One 35-year-old woman from Makandri village told Amnesty International that:

---

\(^{138}\) Amnesty International interview, August 2017.

\(^{139}\) Amnesty International interview, January 2017.

\(^{140}\) List is on file with Amnesty International. The list was developed as part of an appeal that they wrote to President to address the injustice they have faced. They had already written to the National Assembly in April 2017. The authorities have not commented on this list, but as of September 2017, the National Human Rights Commission was meeting with the women to discuss the petition.

\(^{141}\) List is on file with Amnesty International. List is on file with Amnesty International. The list was developed as part of an appeal that they wrote to President to address the injustice they have faced. They had already written to the National Assembly in April 2017. The authorities have not commented on this list, but as of September 2017, the National Human Rights Commission was meeting with the women to discuss the petition.

\(^{142}\) MSF, 24,000 Displaced People Face Dire Health Situation in Bama, 22 June 2016 at www.msf.org/article/nigeria-least-24000-displaced-people-dire-health-situation-bama.

\(^{143}\) MSF, 24,000 Displaced People Face Dire Health Situation in Bama, 22 June 2016 at www.msf.org/article/nigeria-least-24000-displaced-people-dire-health-situation-bama.

\(^{144}\) Amnesty International interview, February 2017.

\(^{145}\) Amnesty International interviews, June 2016-April 2018, based on eight interviews. Amnesty International was not able to verify these reports.
“Life in the camp was very difficult. Around June, July, August, September, after Ramadan, people were in severe difficulties because at that time there was no food… We sold our clothes, the jewellery, anything we had. There are some Civilian JTF members and their women who will buy from us.”

In Monguno, IDPs said they received food distributions on an irregular basis. They said they only survived as they were allowed to leave the camps to work, and some had access to nearby farms. IDPs in Banki were given distributions once each week or two, but said they were insufficient. One 25-year-old woman told Amnesty International:

“The food given to families [in Banki] for one week wasn’t enough for even one day. Sometimes people were not even able to stand on their legs in the queue… There were times when a whole family will go for three days without food. It was terrible.”

Data collected by humanitarian actors also highlights the alarming levels of acute malnutrition in these camps. An assessment by UNICEF in Dikwa in April 2016 found 58.8% of IDPs acutely malnourished. An assessment by the NGO Alima in June 2016 found that 32% of IDPs were malnourished in Monguno camp.

In some of the other satellite camps, IDPs again reported having access to only a few litres of water per person per day during this period, often after queuing for many hours.

IDPs also reported daily hunger and sickness deaths as a result of these conditions. In Banki, IDPs reported 10 to 20 people dying in early 2016. In July 2016, MSF estimated as many as one in 12 people may have died in the previous six months in Banki camp (which may total over 1,000 deaths). Based on these and other sources, referring to both Bama hospital camp and Banki combined, the Famine Early Warning Systems Network (FEWSNET), concluded that “at least 2,000 famine-related deaths may have occurred in Bama LGA between January and September [2016], many of them young children.”

An assessment by the UNHCR-led Borno “protection sector” in May 2016 highlighted reports of up to 20 IDPs dying daily in Dikwa camp. Satellite images show that one graveyard, created in late 2015 as Dikwa camp began to expand, grew rapidly between late 2015 and September 2016. While it is hard to estimate the total number of graves, the size of the cemetery in Dikwa is larger than the one in Bama Hospital camp (which contained more than 1,200 graves).

IDPs in Monguno told Amnesty International that in the first half of 2016, up to four or five IDPs, mostly children, were dying in the camp daily for lack of food, water and health care. IDPs in Rann also reported a similar number of deaths daily in mid and late 2016.

After a visit to several satellite camps in November 2016, MSF’s International president reported that she saw few babies and toddlers in any of the camps and that young children in displacement had been “wiped out” by malnutrition and disease.
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Cemetery in Dikwa, showing its rapid growth between December 2015 and September 2016
DENIALS BY THE AUTHORITIES

When reports of large numbers of deaths in Bama Hospital reached the national and international media in late June 2016, the Nigerian authorities downplayed the scale, claiming that any deaths were the result of IDPs who arrived in the camps already suffering from malnutrition.158

Amnesty International’s findings indicate not only that thousands of IDPs may have died in the satellite camps between October 2015 and June 2016, but that the actions and/or inaction of the authorities, particularly the military, caused or contributed to these deaths.

As noted above, many of the IDPs Amnesty interviewed came to the satellite camps because they were forced to do so by the military. In some cases, they had tried to flee elsewhere, and were taken to Bama Hospital camp by the military in their vehicles. Even in the constrained circumstances of the time, not all of them had chosen to come to the camp, and in some cases were de facto detainees.

While some may have arrived malnourished, they were unable to regain their health because they were not provided with adequate food, water or basic health care once they were confined to the camp. Moreover, some IDPs reported that they had arrived in the camp with an adequate food supply to last them for some days, indicating that their problems in accessing basic levels began within the camp. Others reported how their confinement in the camp meant that they were not able to go to their homes to retrieve food, again indicating some capacity to access food in their areas of origin. Finally, many of the women interviewed who reported the death of a child or family member said the death occurred after they had been living in the camp for some months.159

FAILURES OF THE GOVERNMENT TO PROTECT IDPS FROM STARVATION

While the military is responsible for confining IDPs to camps where there was inadequate food, water and health care, the federal and state government authorities also failed to ensure that IDPs received even survival levels of food and services in these camps between late 2015 and mid-2016.

The National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA) reported in June 2016 that they had been delivering 24,000 sacks of rice to the Borno state government every two months, “who in turn warehouse and bring [it] to the camps along with condiments and other cooking accessories.”160 As there were over 1.4 million IDPs in displacement in Borno state at this point, 16% in camps across Borno state161, the amount mobilized between the national and state level appeared too small to meet the urgent needs.162

Moreover, much of the food assistance did not reach the intended beneficiaries. As noted above, the accounts given to Amnesty International from IDPs strongly indicate that much of the food assistance that reached these satellite camps was stolen, and in some cases sold back to them. They also indicate that there were inadequate efforts made by the civil authorities to monitor the distribution of aid, and to ensure that the assistance they provided reached displaced people. According to the reports of displaced persons, in many of the satellite camps there appeared to have been little, if any, presence in the camp by government officials or emergency management agencies personnel, and thus no oversight or monitoring of whether aid reached its intended beneficiaries.163

A NEMA official confirmed to Amnesty International in March 2017 that there were areas which his staff could not access for security reasons, and that in these locations they relied on the military to provide assistance to the IDPs.164 A NEMA press release issued in July 2016 stated that humanitarian officials were not present in Bama Hospital camp for security reasons.165 Albeit late, the Nigerian government did acknowledge this failure. In June 2017, the acting President of Nigeria, Yemi Osinbajo, reportedly stated that half of the assistance dispatched by the federal government for the north-east had not reached IDPs.166


159 Amnesty International interviews, June 2016-April 2018.


161 Even if this was just given to IDPs in camps, it would amount to one sack between 18 persons per month. See also para 34. SR of IDPs, para 34 report, which also raises concerns that the authorities underestimated needs in the camps. Human Rights Council, April 2017, Report of the Special Rapporteur on the human rights of internally displaced persons on his mission to Nigeria (SR on IDPs report from Nigeria), daccess-ods.un.org/TMP/785621/7.026712951.html.

162 Amnesty International interviews with IDPs in Bama Hospital camp and Banki, June 2016-April 2018, consistently reported.


164 NEMA, Press Statement, “North-East humanitarian challenges – matters arising”, 5 July 2016, states that humanitarian officials could not be present in Bama Hospital camp for security reasons.

165 See e.g. Reuters, 19 June 2017, “Nigeria says half of government food aid never reached Boko Haram IDPs” at: af.reuters.com/article/topNews/idAFKBN193N6Q-OZATP.
In such a protracted humanitarian crisis, where the civil authorities were not able to be present in the satellite camps, consideration should have been given to moving IDPs to other, safer locations, where their ability to access basic assistance and services could have been ensured. Instead, in December 2015 the federal and state emergency management agencies transferred at least hundreds of IDPs from Maiduguri, where they had relatively more access to food and other basic goods and services, to satellite camps including Bama Hospital and Dikwa.167 They also moved IDPs around the satellite camps, including from Dikwa camp to Bama Hospital and other camps.168 Even if the intention may have been to protect people or to decongest camps, this action by federal and state government authorities meant that they facilitated the transfer of IDPs to the deplorable conditions described in this report.

In addition to the shortcomings in the provision of food, ministries responsible for the provision of water and health care are also responsible for failing to act to ensure that people living in the satellite camps could access basic goods and services.

Officials from the Nigeria Foundation for the Support of Victims of Terrorism (VSF), a foundation established by the federal government to mobilize funds from Nigeria’s business sector to support victims of Boko Haram in July 2014, visited several of the satellite camps, including in November 2015 and January 2016, and delivered food and non-food items.169 Although their efforts were highly commendable, VSF do not have a direct mandate for humanitarian action and their distributions did not fill the gaps left by an inadequate response from the disaster management agencies and relevant line ministries.170

From the week of 11 June 2016, upon the instructions of the Borno state governor, the NGO Empower54 transferred almost 2,000 IDPs from Bama Hospital camp to Maiduguri to receive medical care, mostly for malnutrition.171 In the several months’ window that followed, thousands of other IDPs were also transferred to other displacement locations. IDPs also reported that the Borno State governor visited several of the satellite camps (including Bama Hospital camp and Banki) and provided additional humanitarian distributions to the camp populations from June 2016.172

167 See the following tweets by NEMA on 21 December 2015, twitter.com/nemanigeria/status/629665180639924800 and twitter.com/nemanigeria/status/689665180639924800.
169 VSF Press Statement, “VSF, UNICEF and Nigerian Army Support IDPS”, at: victimsupportfunding.org/events/vsf-and-unicef-and-the-nigerian-army-support-bama- internally-displaced-persons/ VSF also worked to highlight the severity of the situation to government and international humanitarian actors, for example by holding a briefing on the situation in February 2016.
170 See also, “What we do”: victimsupportfunding.org/what-we-do/.
171 See e.g. www.empower54.org/projects/.
172 Amnesty International has seen notes of the meeting taken by an NGO official present. See also, “What we do”; victimsupportfunding.org/what-we-do/.
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Map showing deaths in the satellite camps © Amnesty International
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Women and children in Bama Hospital camp, 5 December 2015. Hundreds of displaced people died in this camp. © Gbemiga Olamikan
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THE INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE

In late 2015 and early 2016, as displaced people were facing severe starvation, protection and other humanitarian needs in the satellite camps, UN agencies and other international humanitarian groups were present in the North-East Nigeria. However, their capacity was limited, 173 and their operations in Borno focused on Maiduguri and surrounding areas/southern parts of the state.174 The assistance they provided to the satellite camps was not enough to stem the alarming mortality rates until after MSF brought international attention to the severity of the crisis in these camps on 22 June 2016.

UN humanitarian staff visited Bama Hospital camp on several occasions in late 2015 and early 2016.175 UN humanitarian agencies led by the World Food Program (WFP) also conducted a multi-sector assessment in April 2016 that included Bama, Dikwa, Damboa and Monguno towns. They identified massive “urgent life-saving assistance” needs of 250,000 IDPs in the satellite camps, and reported that in Bama town, “some 30,000 IDPs are not allowed to leave camp and rely entirely on irregular supplies of food assistance.” 176

The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), working with the Nigerian Red Cross Society, had a presence in some of the satellite camps, including in Dikwa and Damboa camps, providing IDPs with food and non-food items.177 UN International Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) also provided primary healthcare, water and sanitation in a number of satellite camps including in Bama Hospital camp from March 2016.178 However, the assistance provided did not reach all satellite camps. The UN multi-agency assessment of April 2016 reported that there was “limited” or “very limited” service provision in Monguno and Gajiram LGAs respectively, and no international humanitarian presence in Bama.179 An assessment carried out in late June 2016 also highlighted that no humanitarian assistance had been provided to Banki camp.180

Even in the camps where international humanitarian assistance was provided, it fell short of meeting the basic needs. An assessment done by the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) led “protection sector” humanitarian group in Dikwa and Damboa LGAs and issued in May 2016 found that the food assistance provided was not enough to prevent IDPs sometimes going without food,181 and that the medical assistance, both in terms of qualified personnel and drugs, was inadequate.182 Assessments conducted in Bama Hospital camp in June 2016 likewise found that there were no latrines in the camp, and no civilian doctors or nurses.183

Amnesty International wrote to the UN Resident Coordinator / Humanitarian Coordinator in Nigeria in March 2018 raising concerns and asking for clarification.

---

176 See September 2017, “northeast Nigeria Humanitarian overview, reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/12092017_northeast_nigeria_humanitarian_overview.pdf. “At the beginning of 2016, only a dozen international humanitarian staff were operating in the area. As of mid-2017, more than 500 international and 2,000 national staff are dedicated to the humanitarian response, mainly in Borno State.” The need for urgent increased scale up in North-East Nigeria had been recognised by the UN and global humanitarian leadership in previous years, see e.g. IASC Emergency Directors Nigeria Mission report March 2015 (on file with Amnesty International).

177 See e.g. the development of IOM’s Displacement Tracking Matrix, which has been used as the basis for organising the humanitarian response (including the humanitarian response plan, and humanitarian periodic monitoring reports), which in Borno was limited in reach to Maiduguri and neighbouring or southern areas (excluding areas recaptured from Boko Haram) until June 2016, at: reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/DTM%20Nigeria.pdf.


180 Banki Inter-agency assessment report, 28 June 2016, at: www.humanitarianresponse.info/sites/www.humanitarianresponse.info/files/assessments/banki_rapid_needs_assessment_0216.pdf. See also Protection Sector, “Rapid Protection Assessment in Banki”, May 2016, at: reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/rapid_protection_assessment_report_banki_may_2016.pdf. For example, for Dikwa, the report stated, p.21, “The IDP have received food from the government and ICRC but the high rate of consumption (about 251 bags of rice per day) depletes the food consignment very fast. At one point the IDPs were without food for 48 hours.”. Confirmed also in Amnesty International interviews, June 2016-April 2018, 2 interviews.


182 Protection Sector, “Rapid Protection Assessment in Borno”, May 2016, p.19. UNFICSP established a permanent primary healthcare presence in Bama Hospital camp from May 2016.

5.3 ONGOING BATTLES WITH HUNGER

While more humanitarian food and other forms of assistance is now being delivered to the satellite camps, the situation in many camps remains dire.

**BAMA SECONDARY SCHOOL CAMP – HUNGER BETWEEN DISTRIBUTIONS**

IDPs interviewed have consistently told Amnesty International that while the food assistance that they received in Bama Hospital camp improved as of late 2016, it has remained inadequate. This has been the case even after IDPs were relocated from Bama Hospital camp to Bama Secondary School camp in December 2017.

Six women told Amnesty International that the food assistance does not last from one distribution until the next, especially as the intervening time sometimes extends beyond a month (standard) to 35 or more days.

IDPs have also reported that they do not receive all the basic items they need in the camp, and single women in particular told researchers that as they have no other income, they are forced to sell some of their food assistance package to obtain these other items. They raise concerns that food is provided without any spices to make it edible, and that they are not provided with the firewood needed for cooking, or other necessary non-food items such as soap. The concern that some IDPs need to sell some of the food assistance package to buy other basic items, thereby causing their food to run out faster, was also raised by several humanitarian officials that Amnesty International interviewed.

Many women told Amnesty International that they would often be forced to beg between distributions, and go days without eating after their food ran out and as they waited for the next distribution. Several mentioned that they would go without food themselves so that their children could eat.

Three women said that the manner in which families were registered for food assistance meant that women sometimes faced additional struggles accessing their share. They said that women whose husbands were in detention would often be registered by their father-in-law as part of his family, and that their father-in-law would therefore collect and be in charge of their food assistance. As one woman said, this means that:

“”When there is a misunderstanding, when the food runs out, we women are the first to go hungry.””

**ONGOING HUNGER AND SICKNESS DEATHS IN OTHER SATELLITE CAMPS**

Women in some of the other satellite camps raised similar concerns to those raised by women in Bama Secondary School camp, and reported spending several days or more going hungry between distributions each month.

Moreover, IDPs in some satellite camps also reported not receiving any food distributions, and that there had been deaths in recent months from ongoing hunger and sickness.

In some satellite camps, this appears to be because there were no distributions of food assistance at all. Yanna (not her real name) from Falla Falla village, who had arrived in Dikwa in late 2017 and lived in Fulatari camp, told Amnesty International:

“In eight months [since I arrived], I didn’t get anything, nothing. I have not gotten any support from anybody. Even the clothes I am wearing were given to me [by other IDPs as charity]. There was nothing. People are dying, [always there is a] burial, burial, burial. I am thinking, maybe one day it will be my own.”

Another woman gave a similar account of the situation in Fulatari camp, saying she had not received any assistance in the camp since she had arrived 11 months earlier in mid-2017. Both women said that they had been registered when they arrived in the camp by the military, and that an NGO had supported them by providing toilets and water facilities, but that their need for food was not being addressed.

Women who were interviewed by Amnesty International in Agric camp, a second satellite camp in Dikwa town, also said that they had not received any food assistance. In this camp, however, they reported that although an international NGO was distributing food on a monthly basis, many people, especially those who had arrived in the last year, did not receive it, while others received multiple distributions. From some accounts, it appears as though the woman received tokens to obtain food assistance, but when they went to collect the assistance with these tokens, they were not given

---

184 Amnesty International interviews, two interviews, September 2017.
185 Amnesty International interviews with humanitarian officials, September 2017 and February 2018.
186 Amnesty International interviews, February-April 2018.
187 Amnesty International interview, April 2018.
188 Amnesty International interviews, March 2018.
189 Amnesty International interviews, March and April 2018.
anything. In other accounts, it appeared that the tokens or papers needed to access the distributions in the camp were being given to people living in Dikwa town instead of the camp residents. Numerous accounts indicated corruption, including in some cases individuals using multiple tokens to collect many assistance packages.

Thirty-eight-year-old Carla (not her real name) told Amnesty that she had lived in Agric camp in Dikwa for 11 months, “but I haven’t got any distribution. If you take the camp, 65% of the women don’t get [food distributions]. More than half do not get anything – the beneficiaries of the items are few… [The rest of us] survive with begging. Our children beg and we beg. Some of our relations were here longer, and they get food. So they will give us two or three kilograms.”

Amnesty International received reports that during the first few months of 2018, between around five and 15 people died each day from hunger and sickness in Fulatari and Agric satellite camps. As of March 2018, there were still several deaths daily or every few days in each of the two camps. Several of the displaced people that Amnesty International spoke to reported deaths of members of their family or community in satellite camps in Dikwa in recent months.

---

190 Amnesty International interview, March 2018.
191 Amnesty International interviews, March 2018, four interviews. The two camps they mentioned as particular concerns were Fulatari and Agric satellite camps.
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6. RAPE IN THE SATELLITE CAMPS

Soldiers and members of the Civilian JTF have taken advantage of the famine-like conditions and hunger in the satellite camps to perpetrate sexual violence.

Given the number of IDPs that researchers spoke to who said they knew of cases of sexual violence or directly experienced it (including the majority of women interviewed aged 30 or under), and their reports on how commonly it was occurring, it appears that sexual violence has been and continues to be perpetrated on a wide scale in the satellite camps.

6.1 RAPE OF STARVING WOMEN

Nine women and girls told Amnesty International of cases they knew of in which women had been raped by soldiers or Civilian JTF members in the satellite camps.

Five women said they had been raped in Bama Hospital camp in late 2015 and early 2016 when they were starving or near starving.

These women said they were raped after they refused to have sex in exchange for food or other assistance, or after they were intercepted on their way to collect water outside the camp. The situation was exacerbated by the absence (or near absence) of the civilian authorities or humanitarian actors.

Twenty-year-old Ama (not her real name) told Amnesty International that she was raped after accepting food from a Civilian JTF member who then felt entitled to “payment.” She said:

“They [the soldiers and Civilian JTF] will give you food but in the night they will come back around 5pm or 6pm and they will tell you to come with them... one [Civilian JTF] man came and brought food to me, he came back in the evening, but I hid myself. The next day he said I should take water from his place [and I went]. He then closed the tent door behind me and raped me. He said I gave you these things, if you want them we have to be husband and wife.”

192 Amnesty International interviews, June 2016-April 2018.
Thirty-year-old Hauwa (not her real name), told Amnesty International that she was raped on several occasions after refusing to have sex with a member of the Civilian JTF soon after her arrival in the camp. She explained:

“There was a young boy called Ahmed (not his real name) who is a CJTF… He came with money and told me that he will give me this money if I agree to have sex with him and he will build a shelter for me with zinc from town. He said I should look at my neighbours, that he did the same with them and built them their shelters.” ⁴⁸

Hauwa said that she declined to have sex with Ahmed, and he retaliated by beating her. She recounted:

“(Later) a soldier came and was sharing macaroni with the women. When I reached for some, [Ahmed] whipped me on my back till I fell…”

A few weeks later, she said he returned to find her:

“He started raping me forcefully. I became so sick because there was no food… Ahmed came back to me and said if I had agreed peacefully I wouldn’t be going through all this, and I wouldn’t need to struggle for food.”

Zara (not her real name) told Amnesty International that a soldier who she had seen whipping her husband during a “screening” operation in Bama prison regularly forced her to have sex with him in early 2016. She said the soldier would offer yam in exchange for her agreeing to become his “girlfriend” but that she refused, explaining that she was married. She recounted:

“The soldier told me he knows my husband and if anyone goes to Giwa barracks he’s not coming back so [I should] forget about him… When I saw him coming I’d run into the room and cover myself. He’d come and take the cover off me, then he’d take me in their vehicle outside the camp to a place to rape me. The next day he’d come and take me there by force again and repeat the same thing. I would be shouting and crying that I do not want to. He would force me all the time and keep telling me, ‘Don’t worry I’ll take care of you and give you money and I will take you to the hospital when you are sick.’” ⁴⁹


Zara said that rape by the soldiers and members of the Civilian JTF was common. She told Amnesty International of other cases she was aware of, including one where her neighbor accepted money from a soldier:

“He came back in the afternoon and met her sitting with her in-laws. He was looking at their faces one after the other to identify whom he gave money to. So he finally saw her and took her away with him… and had sex with her by force.”

Twenty-five-year-old Kale (not her real name) told Amnesty International she was raped on two occasions in the camp. She said:

“There was a day [in or around April 2016], I was pregnant, and a soldier raped me. He knew I was five or six months pregnant. He said he saw me three times before. He didn’t offer me any food, he called me and I ignored him but on the third day [after I ignored him], he forced me to a room and raped me.”

Kale said that she was also raped by another soldier when trying to collect water outside the camp:

“Five of us went together, all of us were raped; the soldiers took us one by one when we came out of the camp. We told the other women and they said we won’t go to fetch water unless we are in a group of 20 or 30. We decided to go in large groups so nobody touched us. But when we were just few, they raped us. It had happened to others as well.”

Three other women also told researchers that in the months after the camp was established, women were raped when they went to collect water. The women confirmed that they started going to collect water outside the camp only when there was a group of 30 or more to protect themselves.
The circumstances in which women and girls complied with demands to become “wives” and “girlfriends” of soldiers and Civilian JTF members were so coercive that consent to sex was not possible.

THE ACTIONS OF THOSE RESPONSIBLE THEREFORE CONSTITUTED RAPE

6.2 SEXUAL EXPLOITATION

Scores of IDPs said that women and girls were being sexually exploited by soldiers and Civilian JTF members in the satellite camps. They said women and girls were coerced to become the “girlfriend” or “wife” of the soldiers or the Civilian JTF members, which involved being available for sex on a regular basis. They often described this as “forced” or said the women and girls did not have a choice to refuse sex. The circumstances were such that they could not have consented to sex and the actions of those responsible therefore constituted rape.

SEXUAL EXPLOITATION OF STARVING WOMEN IN BAMA HOSPITAL CAMP

Ten women and girls said that they were coerced to become girlfriends of soldiers or Civilian JTF in Bama Hospital camp during the famine-like situation of late 2015 and early 2016, when people were dying daily from hunger.

Women who complied with these demands to be “girlfriends” or “wives” said they did so in order to be able to obtain enough food to survive and keep their families alive and out of fear that declining sex would lead the men to beat or detain them or their family members. In most cases, the women said that their (actual) husbands had been detained and at least one family member had died from hunger or sickness. They were desperate to keep other dependents alive. They explained to Amnesty International how the soldiers and Civilian JTF members both created and took advantage of these circumstances.

Thirty-year-old Miriam (not her real name), said to Amnesty International that when she arrived in the camp in late 2015, soldiers and Civilian JTF members stole the food meant for them, forcing women to have sex to access supplies. She said:

“First we had some money which we brought from our village. Then we sold all of our jewellery to buy food. Sometimes we were not given the food [intended for them], you will see they are even selling the food. They would bring a quarter [of the food meant for us] — and sell the rest… If you want anything, they will tell you that you have to offer yourself. They will then give you food, when you offer yourself.”

Fanalpa (not her real name) told Amnesty International how she was forced to be the “girlfriend” of a member of the Civilian JTF and a soldier. She had arrived in the camp with her two children, one of whom...
Fanalpa related that the soldier took her every two or three days for sex, to which she acquiesced out of desperation:

“There is a military room inside the camp, maybe 120 metres away, there is a house that they gave to the military […] He will invite me and I go around eight and come back around one in the night, he will have sex two or three times […] The soldier doesn’t stop. Even some of the other women will be called… If they see a woman bathing and she is pretty, they will call her.”

Thirty-year-old Khadeeja (not her real name), said five of her family members died in the camp from hunger and sickness. She told Amnesty International that women approached by soldiers and Civilian JTF members could not afford to refuse demands for sex:

“If you say you are a woman and that you will stay with your family, you will die and your children will die. You have to be the ‘girlfriend’ of a Civilian JTF. If you are a ‘girlfriend’, you get everything. If you don’t, you won’t get anything. There is no food or water unless you are a ‘girlfriend’ of the Civilian JTF.”

She stressed that even when physical violence was not being used, “It was forced. The army and Civilian JTF denied us food. They took advantage of us when we are starving and seeing our children die. There was no choice.” Many other women also stressed to Amnesty International that such “relationships” were forced.

Highlighting the power differentials between soldiers in the camp and women IDPs, 30-year-old Halima (not her real name) described to Amnesty International how she was approached for sex by a soldier who had been involved in torturing her husband by beating him while he was suspended from the ceiling during interrogation on their arrival in Bama prison. She said:

“[He] started coming to me, he said he loves me and that my husband won’t come back as he is in Giwa… He would bring food, chicken and yam to me. He says I am his ‘wife’… The soldiers are kings in Bama, when you see them, everybody is afraid. They decide, they say nobody should complain, so I did what he wanted… That time, the majority of women were taken by the soldiers. They take [for sex] who they like and leave what they don’t like.”

NO RESPITE – WOMEN STILL BEING COERCED TO BECOME “GIRLFRIENDS”

Even as the humanitarian situation in many of the satellite camps has relatively improved, soldiers and members of the Civilian JTF have continued to perpetrate sexual exploitation in the satellite camps, taking advantage of ongoing impunity and a context in which women are for the most part still confined and hungry.

Women and girls currently living in Bama Secondary School camp specifically told researchers that because the food remains insufficient, many women are still being coerced and pressured to become “girlfriends” of the soldiers and Civilian JTF. Along these lines, several said that the number of soldiers and Civilian JTF members finding “girlfriends” among the IDP women and girls, or otherwise perpetrating sexual violence, has increased over the last two years.

Twenty-eight-year-old Yanna (not her real name), said that the levels of sexual exploitation of displaced women is worse now in Bama Secondary School camp than it was in Bama Hospital camp after she first arrived in early 2016:

“It is even more of them involved [in sexual exploitation]. Seventy-five per cent of the women in the camp have a ‘boyfriend’. Because no-one will give you soap, detergent, jobs unless you become their ‘girlfriend’. Without this, you can’t live. There is still no choice.”

Women interviewed told Amnesty International that if they want to access the limited livelihood opportunities available in the camp, and ad hoc assistance distributions of non-food items, they must become the...
“girlfriend” of a soldier or civilian JTF member, as they are still the gatekeepers to these resources. They also said that without being close to the village head or being a “girlfriend” of the Civilian JTF or the soldiers, it was more difficult to get a permit to leave the camp.

One woman told Amnesty International, “For so many things, if you have a ‘boyfriend’ you can get it. But if you want anything you need a “boyfriend” – for jobs, for clothes. When there are jobs going, only the ones who have ‘boyfriends’ get it. They [soldiers and the Civilian JTF] call them and employ them.”

The connection between job opportunities in the camp and sexual exploitation was raised by a number of women. One woman explained that an international NGO working in the camp “make employment for some people to clean the water taps and toilets. Only the CJTF and the military men can give you this employment; if you don’t have someone to help you, you won’t get it…”

Another woman described the climate of inducements and fear which combine to coerce women and girls into becoming “girlfriends” of soldiers and Civilian JTF members:

“All of us IDPs - we need support to get what we need to live. And the soldiers and CJTF they know this. So when they see you, if the lady is very young and beautiful the soldiers and the CJTF will start helping you. So then when they give you help, you know you have to pay for it, so you will go and sleep with them. From there the relationship starts. If you didn’t say ok to them, you wouldn’t get anything. Any benefit available in the camp would be denied to you. They will say you are a Boko Haram woman, a Boko Haram wife. You may be in trouble. They will harass you. You will have to keep away from them, near your own family. You may have to hide in your tent. Otherwise they will make trouble for you.”

Although researchers had been told by humanitarian officials that soldiers were no longer permitted to enter the camp at night, several women disagreed. They said that soldiers continued to enter the camp in the evening to have sex with women, and that “girlfriends” are able to leave the camp at night to meet the soldiers. They said that the military barracks are outside Bama town (at the prison), but that some soldiers also have rooms in the town.

---
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FEAR OF REPRISALS

Women and men explained to Amnesty International that if they tried to complain about the sexual violence in the camp they risked reprisals.

One woman who said she was raped told researchers that the perpetrator, a Civilian JTF member, had forced at least seven other women in the camp to have sex with him. She further recounted that the husband of one of these women was in the camp and tried to complain: “The day that the elderly husband started talking about it, when he tried to complain, they took him to the prison, we haven’t seen him again.”213

A 70-year-old man said: “Sometimes they will give the women food, sometimes they will force her and threaten to detain her if she says no or tries to complain. They can say she is a ‘Boko Haram wife’ and detain her. Even if the husband is there, if he talks they say he is Boko Haram and take him to prison…. [The sexual violence] is rampant everybody knows about it, just people don’t want to talk about it because they may arrest you or beat you.”214

OTHER SATELLITE CAMPS – THE SAME STORY

Amnesty International received reports of sexual exploitation in a number of other satellite camps, including in Banki, Rann, Damboa, Monguno, and Dikwa.

In Banki camp, five women told Amnesty International that they had witnessed or experienced sexual exploitation as IDPs were battling with starvation in late 2015 and early/mid 2016.

One of them, 28-year-old Yanna (not her real name) from Andara village in Bama LGA, told Amnesty International that in Banki the soldiers and men from the Civilian JTF would choose the women they wanted and coerce them to have sex. She said:

“The military and the CJTF choose what they want. It’s according to their rules. We had to satisfy [their demands]. We knew we had to or they would not give us food. They would attempt [sex], and then if we didn’t agree, they would hit us, they wouldn’t give us food, and they would send our husband to prison. You would be mistreated if you didn’t give them what they wanted [which was] sex. It happened to most of us women. They just left the elderly and sick.”215

Another woman, Zara, told Amnesty International how she formed a relationship to be able to leave Banki camp. She described the camp as “living hell”, telling researchers that “nobody can describe the pain of hunger, let alone the pain of hunger of a two-year-old child.”216 She said her mother-in-law died three weeks after they arrived at the camp in late 2015. After this death, and out of desperation to leave, she said she formed a relationship with one of the soldiers. Several months later he helped her leave the camp.

A 50-year-old man from Buladogo village who had arrived in Banki camp in late 2015, described how the behaviour of soldiers and men from the Civilian JTF had become increasingly tolerated and even accepted over time. He said: “Thirty days after we arrived [in Banki] one of the men [from Civilian JTF] was caught with a woman. When people reported him, the [senior Civilian JTF] man said they will take action. But later on even the military were going to the women openly.”217

Researchers also received recent reports of sexual exploitation occurring in other satellite camps which is still ongoing, including in satellite camps in Dikwa.

Forty-year-old Bintu (not her real name) told Amnesty International that women are being coerced to become “girlfriends” to soldiers and Civilian JTF members to survive in the camps in Dikwa, especially as they are not allowed out of the camp to farm or collect firewood to sell. She said single women are observed by the soldiers and Civilian JTF as they arrive in the camp in Dikwa and prepare their tents, and that after that:

“The CJTF and military will [then] send people to call the woman. We women have so much hunger, what can we do, when our children have no food, when you know they live in hunger? Women will do it [have sex with the Civilian JTF and soldiers] if they are called. But women don’t do it because it is their own wishes… They force us.”218
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6.3 ORGANIZED SYSTEMS OF SEXUAL VIOLENCE

In some locations such as Bama Hospital/Secondary School camp, women’s accounts consistently indicated that the sexual violence was organized and followed an agreed system between soldiers and the Civilian JTF members. Soldiers stationed outside the camp would enter it to find women for sex, and Civilian JTF members would also act as middle-men – selecting women and girls and taking them outside the camp to the soldiers for the purposes of sex.\(^{219}\)

Several women told Amnesty International that this “system” was already in place as far back as late 2015/early 2016. Speaking of this time, one woman said:

“The men [from Civilian JTF] were always looking for the young girls. They would come and choose a girl and take to the soldiers. It happens at around 4pm each day. They will come in to the camp and look for girls for the soldiers.”\(^{220}\)

Another said that members of Civilian JTF would choose among the women in the camp those that they considered the most beautiful, and take these women to the soldiers for sex.\(^{221}\) A total of seven women gave similar accounts. Two women also told Amnesty International that they believed soldiers were choosing women for sex during the screening process, and relaying instructions from Bama prison to the Civilian JTF members to identify and bring these women to them.\(^{222}\)

Amnesty International has continued to receive reports that the Civilian JTF members choose women in Bama Secondary School camp to take to the military. Women told the Amnesty International delegate who visited Bama Secondary School camp in March 2018 that the Civilian JTF will select as many as 15 or 20 women and girls inside the camp and take them in the evenings to the soldiers in the barracks or the town.\(^{223}\)

Women interviewed believed that Civilian JTF members were involved in selecting women and girls in expectation of rewards from the soldiers.

Four women also reported that the layout of Bama Secondary School camp was organised to facilitate sexual violence and exploitation, with young single women given tents together in a specific area of the camp.\(^{224}\)

Fatima (not her real name), a woman from Gala Kura village, whose husband was in detention, told Amnesty international:

“As we arrived in Bama Secondary School camp [in late December 2017, relocated from Bama Hospital camp], first of all they [soldiers] asked us if we are married, and from there they decided where to put us in the new camp. Women who are married are on one side, women who are not married on the other side. From that day the problems started… In the camp, everything depends on who you know and what you do. You won’t get any support without becoming a ‘girlfriend’ of someone in the camp.”\(^{225}\)

The women reporting this arrangement believed the separation of young single women to a particular section of the camp was not designed to protect or otherwise benefit them, but to separate them from their families and communities to make them more accessible to the soldiers and Civilian JTF members. For example, another woman, who said her husband was still in their village [name withheld], told Amnesty International that:

“On our first arrival to the Government Secondary school [in December 2017], the soldiers screened all of us women arriving – they ask who don’t have husbands, and they screen us to a different side. They will not even keep us near those who do have husbands, to make it easier for us to be their ‘girlfriends.’”\(^{226}\)

Amnesty International also received reports from five displaced women that between approximately one and two hundred women and girls had been taken from the camp to work selling food in Bama town, where they have been coerced or pressured into transactional sex by soldiers and the Civilian JTF.\(^{227}\)

The women said that the soldiers and Civilian JTF members involved were using coercion, false inducements (such as false land sales) and/or were preventing the women and girls from returning to live in the camp, in
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\(^{227}\) Amnesty International interviews, April 2018.
order to pressure them to have sex for money with other soldiers, Civilian JTF members and construction workers.

Twenty-eight-year-old Yanna (not her real name) told Amnesty International that her sister was being forced to live in the market and engage in transactional sex. She said:

“The situation is very bad – our children are in bad condition so they [the soldiers and Civilian JTF] tell some women they will give us a job. It is not an NGO job, but a job in the market. Some people they come and give you money, it becomes a place of prostitution – they force some women to become a prostitute. One of my sisters is in this situation. She said she wants to leave the market to come back to the camp, but they say no, she has to stay in the market. She is allowed to visit the camp, but then the soldier who is her boyfriend will come and take her back [to the market] with the motorcycle... When she asks to stay in the camp, the soldier says 'no, no, no, this is not allowed.'”

Yanna said that her sister had initially believed she was moving to the market to work in a restaurant. The other women that Amnesty International spoke to also said that women were pressured and coerced by soldiers and the Civilian JTF or prevented from returning to the camp. One said “It is not their choice, they are forced. If they [the soldiers] tell you, that you are needed, you have to go. If you don’t go, you will not benefit [from assistance provided in the camp]. Even your children will not benefit. If you want to get any benefit, you have to be with them.”

Amnesty International was not able to confirm the reports of women being forced to engage in transactional sex in the market, or the involvement of soldiers and civilian JTF members, however the reports received were credible and consistent and must be urgently investigated.

---
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6.4 INADEQUATE RESPONSE AND IMPUNITY

Journalists, NGOs and UN agencies have been raising concerns about the prevalence of widespread sexual violence involving soldiers and members of Civilian JTF (as well as camp officials), within IDP camps located in Maiduguri since at least 2015, and in several satellite camps from May 2016. Nevertheless, the authorities have done little to stop this violence and hold those responsible to account.

For example, in January 2015, the International Centre for Investigative Reporting (ICIR) reported widespread sexual abuse of women and trafficking of children in IDP camps, involving NEMA and camp officials, in and around the capitals of affected states.230

In May 2016, the UNHCR-led protection sector reported a prevalence of so-called “survival sex” to overcome inadequate food and movement restrictions, involving the military and Civilian JTF, across 26 sites they assessed, in and around Maiduguri and in two satellite camps.231

In July 2016, a protection sector assessment of Bama Hospital camp raised concerns that “Some IDPs reported incidents of sexual and gender-based violence involving CJTF.”232

In a report issued in October 2016, Human Rights Watch documented 43 cases of rape and sexual exploitation of displaced women and girls by camp officials, members of the military and Civilian JTF in seven camps located in Maiduguri.233

In the same month, the UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights of internally displaced persons reported ongoing concerns of sexual exploitation in IDP camps, and raised concerns that the military and civil authorities appeared to be “downplaying” allegations of sexual violence in the camps and the complicity of security and camp officials.234

On 8 December 2017, an article in the New York Times highlighted patterns of rape in IDP camps in the north-east involving members of the military.235

The civilian authorities have taken some steps to respond to these allegations, but they have been inadequate.

LACK OF INVESTIGATIONS/ACCOUNTABILITY

In February 2015, the federal government tasked NEMA with creating an inter-agency committee to investigate the allegations of sexual violence and trafficking made by ICIR.236 The fact-finding committee visited seven camps in and around Maiduguri and other state capitals. It concluded in a report issued in the same month that there “appears a high likelihood that officials associated with protection and aid … may be taking advantage of the vulnerability of the IDPs to demand for sexual gratification.”237 However, the authorities did not make the report public and do not appear to have established any follow-up mechanisms to identify and recommend ways to address ongoing patterns of sexual violence since that time.238

In October 2016, President Buhari mandated the Inspector General of Police and Governors of affected states to respond to the allegations of rape and sexual violence included in HRW’s report.239 The Inspector General responded by announcing on 6 November that he had deployed 100 female police to the IDP camps.240 While the presence of female police in the camps in Maiduguri and neighbouring areas is a

---
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positive step, female police officers have not been deployed to all of the satellite camps.\textsuperscript{241} Moreover, Amnesty International has also documented several cases in the Maiduguri camps of female police officers pressuring women to drop their rape cases against Civilian JTF members, highlighting the need for additional efforts to ensure that accountability systems are effective.\textsuperscript{242}

The Inspector General of Police announced on 6 December 2016 that 10 officials had been arrested, including four members of the military and two members of the Civilian JTF, for alleged abuse of IDPs.\textsuperscript{243} Since this date, Amnesty International has received no information about any other such arrests. Amnesty International wrote to the Inspector General of Police, the Federal Minister of Justice and the Borno State Governor in February 2018 seeking further information on any arrests and prosecutions related to rape or sexual exploitation of IDPs but received no answer. None of the women that Amnesty International interviewed knew of any cases in which soldiers or members of the Civilian JTF had been arrested in connection with rape or sexual exploitation, including the women who reported being victims/survivors of sexual violence.\textsuperscript{244}

In April 2017, a group of several hundred women who had lived in Bama Hospital camp wrote to the National Assembly complaining of a number of violations that they had experienced there, including sexual violence by members of the military and Civilian JTF.\textsuperscript{245} In response, in June 2017, the Chief of Army Staff of the Nigerian military was reported in the press to have ordered an investigation into allegations of misconduct of soldiers in Bama Hospital camp.\textsuperscript{246} However, as of the publication of this report, there is no indication of any follow-up on this commitment, and none of the women have been asked to give evidence to any military investigation. Amnesty International wrote to the Chief of Army Staff, and to the Ministry of Justice, in February 2018, asking for more information as to the status of any such investigation, but received no response.

In August 2017, the Acting President of Nigeria established a “Presidential Investigation Panel” with the mandate to review compliance of the armed forces with human rights obligations and rules of engagement.\textsuperscript{247} Interested parties were invited to submit written memorandum to the panel, and present it during hearings organized by the panel. The same group of women from Bama who appealed to the National Assembly, submitted written information to the panel and presented their experiences by sending a delegation to testify during one of the Panel’s hearings held in Abuja. They presented a number of violations they experienced, including the detention of their male relatives and the starvation and sexual violence they endured in the camp.\textsuperscript{248} In February, media reports stated that the Presidential Investigation Panel had submitted its report to the president, but, at the time of writing, this had not been made public.\textsuperscript{249}

**Trainings and Awareness Raising**

The 2015 fact-finding committee on sexual violence made a number of recommendations focused on training of camp officials, improving reporting mechanisms, and raising awareness among IDPs on their rights to be free from sexual violence. It also recommended that relevant law enforcement agencies investigate cases of rape promptly.\textsuperscript{250} Amnesty International is not aware of any significant action by the authorities to implement the committee’s recommendations. In February 2018, Amnesty International wrote to the Federal Minister of Justice, seeking information on whether the recommendations had been implemented and any subsequent follow-up, but received no response.

While some humanitarian actors who specialize in gender-based violence interventions reported that they had been invited to provide training to soldiers and camp officials on sexual exploitation and abuse,\textsuperscript{251} a
senior NEMA official told Amnesty International in September 2017 that only a handful of NEMA staff, including those responsible for camp management and distributions, had received any such training.252

FAILURES TO ADDRESS ROOT CAUSES/DRIVERS

Patterns emerging from testimonies of victims of sexual violence and exploitation reveal that comprehensive measures have not yet been taken to address sexual exploitation in the camps. Root causes need to be tackled, including the inadequacy of food assistance provided, the barriers to free movement into and out of the camps, vulnerabilities that arise from family separation, and the particular forms of exclusion and marginalization faced by female-headed households in some locations. As one staff of a humanitarian agency operating in Borno state put it, “Women [still] don’t have enough food. This is still a main driver of sexual exploitation. This is even in camps where they should be receiving food.”253

In discussions with Amnesty International, a senior NEMA official appeared dismissive of the correlation between the state of provision of assistance and sexual exploitation in IDP camps. He downplayed concerns around sexual violence in the camps, saying that women were having sex with security officials in camps for enjoyment, or because they are professional sex workers.254 The UN Special Rapporteur on Human Rights of IDPs also reported that the “civil authorities and the military downplayed the issue of sexual abuse and the complicity of security and camp officials”, and recounted a similarly dismissive response from a senior NEMA official in regard to the issue of sexual violence in the camps.255
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7. WOMEN IN MILITARY DETENTION

“When Boko Haram first came to my village, they killed my husband and they took me to the bush… If they saw soldiers they’d make us run, they’d tell us that if we went to the soldiers, they’d kill us. When [the soldiers] rescued us… they brought us to Bama [prison]. They beat us on the way. They beat us in the cell. They said we are the wife of Boko Haram. They said if you weren’t Boko Haram, why didn’t you come to Bama? We tried to explain to them that we couldn’t, that Boko Haram would kill us if we fled, but they kept beating us… They said we had secrets, and we had to tell them.”

Thirty-year-old Hadiza (not her real name), from a village near Bama town, who was detained for a year at Giwa barracks between early 2016 and early 2017.256

During screenings and military operations, hundreds of women and girls were also detained by the military on the slightest hint they may have some connection to Boko Haram.

In August 2014, there were 28 women and girls detained by the military in Giwa military barracks in Maiduguri.257 As the military started recapturing territory, it started arresting more women and girls. At the start of 2017, there were approximately 1,000 women detained in Giwa. Women were held in three cells. Children up to five were held with women, at which point boys were transferred to a separate children’s cell. Girls remained with their mothers.

256 Amnesty International interview, September 2017.
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The vast majority of the women and girls Amnesty International interviewed who had been released said they were detained for between 6 months and two years. None of those interviewed were ever charged, brought before a court, or tried or convicted of any crime. None knew of any other women in the barracks who had been charged or brought before a court. Only seven of those interviewed said they were given a reason for their detention; they were told it was because they were a “Boko Haram wife”, with no further explanation. Some were adolescents at the time of detention.238 Most women were detained with their children.

Since 2015, there have been at least 1200 women released from Giwa barracks.259 Most women and girls were freed in a series of mass releases over the course of the year, or in January 2018.260 According to testimonies gathered from women released in January 2018 (the last time women or girls were released from Giwa barracks that Amnesty International is aware of), there were 10 women and girls remaining in detention – none of whom had been charged with a crime or been given access to a court. Amnesty International is concerned that more women might have been detained since January 2018. It has also received unconfirmed reports that women remain in detention in other military facilities in the state. Amnesty International wrote to the Chief of Army Staff and Federal Minister of Justice in February 2018 asking for information about women in military detention in Borno, but did not receive a response.

7.1 DETENTION OF BOKO HARAM VICTIMS

Eleven women and girls interviewed said that they had previously been victims of abductions or forced marriages by Boko Haram members, and were detained by the Nigerian military after they were found with Boko Haram members during military operations, or after they had escaped captivity.

They each said they were interrogated – often repeatedly - but during these interrogations there was no effort to determine through any independent process of investigation, if they had committed a criminal act or to verify their claims that they were victims of Boko Haram. There appears to be a consistent pattern of presumption of guilt or Boko Haram membership for all those found in Sambisa forest or similar remote areas. None were interrogated by civilian officials. All of the women reported being beaten by soldiers or Civilian JTF members during interrogations.

Twenty-five-year-old Abgua (not her real name) from Bama town told Amnesty International that Boko Haram killed her husband when they captured her town in 2014. She fled back to her parents’ village, where she was detained for two months by Boko Haram after shouting at one of their members for the misery that they had caused her and her family. Abgua said that during this time she was repeatedly threatened with execution by Boko Haram members, and was forced to witness the execution of another detainee.261 Boko Haram members then took her and other detainees to Sambisa forest. They moved from village to village, each time being chased away by soldiers. She said: “During this time, I was married to a Boko Haram man. It was a forced marriage. I didn’t have a choice, they told me I would marry him. You have to do as they say or they will kill you.”262

Abgua was pregnant when she was found by soldiers after they recaptured the village that she was in from Boko Haram. She said she was detained for two and a half months in Bama prison, and a year in Giwa barracks where she gave birth, before being released in January 2017. She said she was only questioned once - the soldiers asked her where she was from, and about her husband, they weren’t interested in the rest of her account.

238 Of the 48 former detainees that Amnesty International spoke to, 12 were aged under 18 when they were detained.
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“AISHA”: DETAINED WHEN FOUND BY SOLDIERS IN SAMBISA FOREST

Aisha (not her real name), from a village near Bama Town, was only 15 when she was detained by the military along with her baby daughter. She told Amnesty International that she was found in Sambisa forest near Boko Haram members in or around early 2015 by soldiers during an operation. She explained:

“Boko Haram was coming to my parents’ village. After a few months, my father said to me that I had to go with Boko Haram and marry them or they would kill him. So I went… [My new husband] was not a good husband and I was not happy. I went only because I had no choice and they killed people who tried to escape… When the soldiers came, I was in the bushes cooking and washing. There were lots of us, maybe fifty. Most started running away. I raised my hands [to surrender] and so did a few others.”

Aisha said the soldiers gathered her and the two other women and three men who had surrendered, and took them to Bama prison. She said that the soldiers who interrogated her did not believe her when she told them that she was in Sambisa forest because she had been forcibly married by Boko Haram: “[T]hey said I was a Boko Haram wife. They asked why I hadn’t come to Bama [town]. I tried to explain I couldn’t, and that I was trying to go to the soldiers when they arrived.”

Yanna (not her real name), said that she had been living with her husband and children in Bama LGA, when their town came under the control of Boko Haram members, who detained and killed her husband. A relative of her husband - who she later found out had joined Boko Haram – then took her three children to Sambisa forest without her consent. She said she followed them to Sambisa forest in an effort to reunite with and rescue her children. She spent several months in Sambisa forest, where she was forced to marry (because, she said, women were not allowed to remain unmarried). Months later, she was able to escape, with two of her three children, and reached Bama town in mid-2016. Upon arrival, she told soldiers that she had come from Sambisa forest and gave them the names of other people in Bama Hospital camp who could confirm that she was not a Boko Haram member. She told Amnesty International that during her interrogations, “I was not asked about myself. The soldiers weren’t interested in what happened to me in Sambisa or why I was forced to go there, they just wanted to know about how Boko Haram got food, and what weapons they had with them.” She said she overheard a disagreement among soldiers as to whether she would be transferred to Giwa barracks or released, but she was transferred to Giwa barracks a couple of
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Three other women and girls told Amnesty International that they and a friend (all of them aged between 13 and 20), had been abducted by Boko Haram when they went out to collect firewood from their village in Mafa LGA in early 2015. They recounted how they were held for four days in a house in Monguno town, before the army rescued them as they recaptured the town. They then spent seven months in detention at Giwa barracks.

One of them, 15-year-old Judam (not her real name), said: “We realized the soldiers entered the house, were searching around, and were opening fire. We were shouting ‘we are here’. They asked ‘who are you?’ We said ‘we are from village they abducted us here.’”

Judam said that the soldiers disagreed among themselves about what to do with them. She recalled:

“One soldier said ‘you have to finish with them. Kill them.’ Another soldier said ‘no they are women you can’t do this. Let us make an interrogation’… After the interrogation [in Monguno barracks] one officer said that because we told them the truth they should set us free or take us back to our village. Another said no – they have to take us to Giwa barracks; he said maybe there we will tell the truth.”

Amnesty international interviewed two other women from the group, who gave consistent accounts.

Refugees International, Human Rights Watch and International Crisis Group have also raised concerns that the military detained women who were reported to have been Boko Haram victims. In April 2017, the UN Secretary General, in a report on conflict-related sexual violence, urged Nigeria to treat women returning from Boko Haram captivity as victims rather than affiliates.

7.2 DETENTION OF WOMEN FLEEING WITHOUT HUSBANDS

All of the women who fled or were forced from their homes from late 2015 and arrived in Bama town without their husbands faced risk of arbitrary detention. Amnesty International documented 12 cases of women who arrived in Bama town between late 2015 and throughout 2016 and were detained solely on this basis. These
women reported that they were only asked a few questions during screening operations in Bama prison before they were detained and transferred to Giwa barracks, and that these questions focused almost exclusively on the whereabouts of their husbands. Between them, these women also referred to at least 20 other cases of women detained for the same reason.

Twenty-eight-year-old Yanna (not her real name), who fled from her village near Bama town in mid-2016, said she was detained for about 15 months with her children. She told Amnesty International:

“I fled [my village] because of the insurgency. Boko Haram wouldn’t leave us alone. I couldn’t even go to the farm or fetch water. My husband was in Maiduguri so there was no-one to tend our field – I was not allowed [because I was a woman]. So I went with some other women and men to Soje [town in Bama LGA where the military were stationed]. We travelled all night and arrived in the morning. When we went to the military to present ourselves, they took us to Bama prison. I was with my brothers in law and their wives. The wives, because they arrived with husbands, were transferred to Bama Hospital camp after 24 hours. But for me, my husband was in Maiduguri, and when I told them this they started asking me all about him. I explained he had gone to Maiduguri to escape from Boko Haram because they were harassing us and threatening him, but they didn’t believe me. When they took the others to Bama Hospital camp, they kept me behind. After 15 days, they took me from Bama prison to Giwa barracks. I was in a car with 12 women and some men. Most of the women in the car were women who arrived without husbands; there were at least six others in the same situation from nearby towns. I was never told why I was arrested. The only questions I was asked were about my husband.”

Yanna also recounted that she saw her husband once from a distance in Giwa barracks (which is how she found out he had also been detained). She was released in October 2017, but said her husband and brothers-in-law remained there.

A second woman, Mariam (not her real name), who was also released, said she was in the same vehicle as Yanna transporting detainees from Bama prison to Giwa barracks in mid-2016. She also said she was detained because she arrived without her husband, who had fled their village earlier, and that during the screening the military only wanted to know about who her husband was and why she had fled without him. She said to Amnesty International:

“Maybe the soldiers don’t understand what is going on. Most of the men are leaving [from Boko Haram controlled areas] before the women. If they wait longer, or if Boko Haram sees the family trying to leave together, it is clear [that they are trying to escape], you will all be slaughtered. So the men try and find a way to escape. Then they say to the women, if you see a chance, come and follow me. Most of the women then go separately, but then they get taken to Giwa.”

Mariam was also released in October 2017.

Fatima (not her real name), said she was arrested after fleeing to Banki in early 2016. She told Amnesty International that her husband fled their village in mid-2015, fearing that Boko Haram wanted to kill him. She stayed behind to look after their sick daughter, and finally escaped with a large group, including family members after Banki was recaptured by the military. Fatima recalled that when they arrived in Banki, soldiers transferred them to Bama prison. There, she said:

“The army [officer] said [to us the women], those who arrived with a husband should go one side. Those without husband, should go another side. We [me and my children] stayed in Bama prison… then they transferred us to Giwa prison with my father and brothers… Nobody told me why I was detained. Possibly because my husband was not around… the women without husbands, they take them.”

Fatima said she spent several weeks in Bama prison and nine months in Giwa barracks, along with 14 other women from her village who were likewise detained because they were not accompanied by their husbands. She was released in January 2017. Her daughter, who she had initially stayed behind to care for, died in Giwa barracks. Amnesty International interviewed two other women in the same group as Fatima who independently confirmed her account.

Thirty-year-old Yaaji (not her real name), from Banki town, was detained with her seven children and her husband’s second wife. She told Amnesty International that: “When the army came [to Banki – in September 2015], we hoped we would be safe. Everyone was happy.” However, she and her husband’s second wife
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were separated from their husband, who was taken away by soldiers soon after they controlled the town. She believes he was killed, recalling seeing their husband being taken to the outskirts of Banki town by soldiers with a group of other young men and soon after hearing sounds of shooting from the direction he was taken. He was never brought back and Yaaji, her seven children and her husband’s second wife were then taken to Bama prison where they were subjected to a screening operation.

Yaaji said that all the questions she and the other wife were asked related to their husband and his whereabouts. “We said he was taken by soldiers; we didn’t mention how they shot him. They said we didn’t tell them the truth, and that maybe we left our husbands back in the bush [with Boko Haram]. We said no, and we repeated that he is in Banki. So the soldiers said that if we were telling the truth, our husband should come and show himself.” Yaaji was detained for over a year, during which time her daughter died in Giwa barracks. The second wife’s account, Fame (not her real name), who was also detained in Giwa, confirmed her testimony.

Several other IDPs also confirmed that women who were travelling unaccompanied by their husbands had been singled out for arbitrary detention. An older man who had passed through screening operations in Bama town and had lived in Bama hospital camp told Amnesty International how IDPs arriving in Bama prison were ordered into queues for security screenings. He said that unlike men, “only a few women are interrogated – those who came unaccompanied by men.” Two women who said they were fleeing to Bama town told Amnesty International that they avoided detention by varying their routes after they were warned by people they met on the way that women arriving without husbands in Bama town were being arrested.

7.3 DETENTION OF RELATIVES OF BOKO HARAM MEMBERS

Twelve women who Amnesty International interviewed said they were detained solely because they were related to Boko Haram members or suspected members. Where these women were interrogated by members of the military, there appears to be no investigation or even questioning to determine if they had personally committed any crimes. Instead, they were all told explicitly that they were being detained because their husbands, sons or, in one case, a daughter, were believed to be active members of the armed group.

Thirty-one-year-old Fanna (not her real name) from Gwoza LGA said that her family fled to Pulka camp in mid-2016. Soldiers detained them on arrival, apparently because of suspicions about her husband. She said:
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“We fled our home […] to Pulka because of Boko Haram. In Pulka, soldiers detained my husband and accused him of being Boko Haram and buying a gun for his younger brother, who was one of them. My husband denied being [a Boko Haram member] and said he had to run to Pulka with his family because he was scared of [Boko Haram].” She said that the soldiers “took me and my children, his [other] brother and family and brought us all to Giwa Barracks while he [her husband] was held in Pulka. When they released us [in April 2017], I heard that the soldiers shot him in Pulka and buried him.”

In several of these cases, the women interviewed said or indicated that they were indeed married to or were the mothers of men that had joined Boko Haram, but that during their interrogations, they were not asked any questions related to whether they had personally committed any crimes.

Information given to Amnesty International by the Chief of Defence Staff confirms that from 2014, the military detained women including because they believed their family members to be Boko Haram members. A document dated 23 December 2014 gave an overview of all female detainees in Giwa barracks as of 26 August 2014: 28 women and girls aged between 10 and 60. The documents stated that those detained included 13 women believed to be mothers or wives of suspected Boko Haram members, and a 16-year-old whose dowry was paid to her “in the presence of her father in a BHT [Boko Haram terrorists] Camp.”

### 7.4 TORTURE, ILL-TREATMENT AND DEATHS IN MILITARY FACILITIES

#### BEATINGS AND PHYSICAL VIOLENCE

Ten women independently interviewed by Amnesty International provided accounts of being beaten during interrogations in either military barracks located in the LGAs where they come from, or upon arrival in Giwa barracks, or both.

**Fifteen-year-old Mariam** (not her real name), said she was beaten in Monguno barracks after she had been rescued from Boko Haram custody, even though she explained that she and her friends had been abducted by Boko Haram. She said:

> “The soldiers started beating us saying we are Boko Haram wives. When it [the beating] started, one [soldier] will come and beat us and then leave, then another will beat us and leave. We were beaten with a stick and a cane. All parts of our bodies were hit including our heads. You can see the signs of the beating even now on our backs…” She also said that before transporting them to their barracks with their vehicles, the soldiers made them lie on the road and threatened to run them over.

Five of these women reported being beaten while they were interrogated in Bama prison. They described being taken by either soldiers or members of Civilian JTF from their cells and blindfolded; their arms were then tied behind their backs and they were beaten with a belt or stick. These sessions would last 40 minutes to an hour, and sometimes occurred repeatedly.

Women consistently reported that military police would beat women in Giwa barracks as punishment for “misbehaviour”. They said that sometimes there were fights in the cells between the women because they were under terrible pressure for lack of space and food for themselves and their children. One woman, Falmata (not her real name) described how both of her arms were broken while being beaten by soldiers after she knocked on the door of the cell repeatedly, calling for water. When Amnesty International met her in Maiduguri, she was unable to lift her arms properly.
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Women and girls consistently told Amnesty International that the cells in Giwa barracks were dirty, heavily overcrowded and poorly ventilated, and that they were unable to wash themselves or their children more than once a week.

**LACK OF MEDICAL CARE LEADING TO DEATHS**

Women reported that they did not receive prompt or adequate medical care for their sick children. They said that deaths in their cells in Giwa barracks in 2016 and 2017 were mostly of young children and infants.

Twenty-five-year-old Falta (not her real name) was one of five women who told Amnesty International that her child died in Giwa barracks in or around mid-2016. She said: “My daughter was five months old when she died. She always fainted whenever she went to the toilet. They gave us drugs in the barracks but she was not responding to them and when I took her to the soldiers to complain, they would chase me away. They never admitted her in the hospital or carried out tests on her to find out what was wrong. She was sick for two weeks before she died.”

Many women said they lived in fear that their children would die. Soldiers did not act quickly to separate sick children or to contain an outbreak of measles. As a result, an outbreak in 2016 killed at least 29 babies and young children who were detained with their mothers. According to former detainees, a measles vaccination was finally administered in late 2016/early 2017.

Three more children died in the women’s cells in 2017. According to the separate accounts of four women, these children had arrived with malnutrition.

At least five women also died in detention between 2015 and 2017. One woman was reported to have died when she was taken to give birth in a military clinic in Mai Malari barracks in early 2015. A second woman who was also taken to Mai Malari barracks to give birth died in April 2016; soldiers from Mai Malari barracks brought her corpse to a mortuary in Maiduguri. Another woman died in June 2016. An elderly woman died in detention in Mai Malari barracks in April 2016. She was aged 56 at the time of her death and was in poor health. She had been detained with her daughter and granddaughter. According to her daughter, the grandmother had been malnourished and had a fever. She had been taken to a military hospital in Maiduguri to give birth but she died in the hospital. The bodies of all five deceased women were brought to a mortuary in Maiduguri by soldiers from Mai Malari barracks.
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was reported to have died in Giwa around August 2016 the day she arrived, after being beaten during an interrogation.292 A fifth died in mid-2017.293 According to one former detainee, five women who were arrested at the same time in Gwoza and were severely malnourished, died early 2017.294

**LACK OF PRE- AND POST-NATAL HEALTH CARE**

Nine women told Amnesty International that they gave birth while detained in Giwa barracks between 2015 and 2017, including a 16-year-old girl. They confirmed they did not receive any pre-natal healthcare.295 Of these nine, two reported that they were taken to the military clinic in Mai Malari barracks to give birth and returned to their cell the next day with their child. Seven, however, said they gave birth in their dirty and overcrowded cells without any medical assistance. They explained they gave birth inside the cells because soldiers did not transfer women who started labour in the evening.296 Only two received any extra food, water or other items for themselves or their newborn babies. One woman said 15 women gave birth inside the cell in the six months she was in Giwa during 2016.297 Another woman who was detained in 2017 said she witnessed at least ten births inside the cell.298

One woman, who was taken to Giwa with her two children in early 2015 and imprisoned for two years said “I gave birth to my son in the cell [around September 2016]. He came at night. The women in the cells helped. I got nothing from the guards. They didn’t give me any extra food or water or even clothes for the baby or myself. They didn’t open the cell doors for four days, so only then could I go to the clinic and get some medicine.”299 She was released in January 2017.

**SEXUAL VIOLENCE**

Since 2015 Amnesty International received five reports about sexual violence in Giwa Barracks.300 One woman said: “The soldiers have relationships with detainees. Sometimes they are coming to [name withheld], they say they want to marry her. They have relationships with them.”301 Another woman confirmed: “Some women have ‘special relationships’ with soldiers. Most are girls, teenagers, they give them everything. Then at 5pm, everybody will be inside, silent, but they [the soldiers] will call one or two girls. You may not even hear when they come back to the cell... The young girls have open relationships, they will invite them to the office, they spend a few hours and then they come back.”302 She said one of the girls was 15 years old. She further said that some of the women and girls who had “relationships” with the soldiers, would be released secretly. According to her, she witnessed at least 30 such relationships during the 28 months she was in Giwa.

If the soldiers had sex with detained women or girls in Giwa, these acts would constitute rape since detention negates any consent apparently given by a detainee. Although Amnesty International has not been able to interview women who said they had “special relationships” with the soldiers, such allegations are so serious that they should be further investigated.

The sexual violence appears to be linked to the soldiers in charge of the detainees. While former detainees reported one woman soldier present in 2015, the women detainees were supervised through most of 2016 and 2017 by male soldiers. The women named several officers who were particularly brutal. Around August 2017 these individuals were transferred and replaced again with female soldiers.

Amnesty International also interviewed a woman who was detained in Mai Malari barracks who said that a soldier took the women in her cell out at night and raped them. She said that when he tried to take her out, she shouted, which alerted the security officers. Days later, she and the other women in her cell were taken to a court martial to testify on the case. She said the soldier was then discharged from duty.303
8. VIOLATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

Nigeria has ratified all of the major international human rights treaties, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the International Covenant of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), and is therefore bound by them.

Nigeria is also bound by regional human rights instruments, including the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights, the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa, and the African Union Convention for the Protection and Assistance of Internally Displaced Persons in Africa (the Kampala Convention). Moreover, the Nigerian government is required to comply with its own country’s Constitution and all relevant domestic laws.

The situation in north-east Nigeria constitutes a non-international armed conflict, and therefore international humanitarian law (IHL) rules that regulate non-international armed conflicts also apply. This includes Additional Protocol II to the Geneva Conventions, which Nigeria has ratified.

As members of the Civilian JTF were acting under the instructions of the military, and/or were carrying out government functions as they committed the acts set out in this report, they have also committed violations of international human rights and international humanitarian law, and the Nigerian government bears international responsibility for any violations within this context.

Acts that constitute war crimes or crimes against humanity incur individual criminal responsibility. Serious violations of international humanitarian law constitute war crimes. Crimes against humanity are prohibited acts committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population as part of a government or organizational policy. The contextual elements of crimes against humanity require that each individual act be perpetrated in the context of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population and with knowledge of the attack. Each element of these requirements must be proved before any accused person can be convicted of crimes against humanity. In 2015, Amnesty International reported that these contextual elements may have been met in the treatment of civilians by the Nigerian military in north-east Nigeria. The human rights violations documented and reported in this report further demonstrate the nature of the attack perpetrated against the civilian population in north-east Nigeria, may each constitute further crimes against humanity, and emphasize the obligation on Nigeria to investigate these violations as possible crimes against humanity.
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Security Council resolutions 1325 and 1820 call on all parties to conflict to take special measures in situations of armed conflict to protect women and girls from gender-based violence, particularly rape and other forms of sexual abuse. They also require Nigeria to reaffirm the important role of women in the prevention and resolution of conflicts, peace negotiations, peace-building, peacekeeping, humanitarian response and in post-conflict reconstruction.315

8.1 FORCED DISPLACEMENT

Applicable international humanitarian law (IHL) prohibits the displacement of civilians except for their own security or for imperative military reasons.316 Human rights law also provides for individuals’ right to freedom of movement and to choose their own residence.317

According to testimonies received by Amnesty International, civilians from at least scores of villages were forcibly displaced by the military, who ordered residents to travel to the recaptured towns and physically attacked those who remained.

While there may be military reasons to justify some localized and strategic displacements, the forced displacement of IDPs across scores of villages in Borno do not appear to have been sufficiently targeted to be in line with any imperative military reasons. The violent nature of many of these displacements also indicates that these actions did not appear to be lawful nor designed to ensure the security of civilians.

WAR CRIME AND CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY OF FORCED DISPLACEMENT

Ordering the displacement of the civilian population in the context of a non-international armed conflict without a lawful reason constitutes a war crime under the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court.318 Where this occurs as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population, it also constitutes a crime against humanity.319

The acts described in this report were carried out as part of a military operation against a mostly civilian population. The commanders involved would have been aware of the facts establishing an armed conflict.320 The attacks on villages and forced displacements also fit within the pattern of violations previously documented by Amnesty International321 and cumulatively corroborate the existence of an attack directed by the Nigerian military on the civilian population in the north-east of the country. Those responsible for forcing civilians from their homes should thus be investigated for the commission of the war crime and possibly crime against humanity of forced displacement.

8.2 ARBITRARY DETENTION AND DENIAL OF FREE MOVEMENT

ARBITRARY DETENTION

All persons have a right to liberty and, in turn, the right to not be arbitrarily detained under international human rights law.322 These rights are also guaranteed by Nigeria’s Constitution.323
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The Nigerian military has admitted that women have been detained in Giwa barracks as they were undergoing a further screening, and stated that they were released as soon as they were cleared.\(^{324}\) However, Amnesty International’s research indicates that their detention was arbitrary and a violation of human rights and international humanitarian law.

Individuals may only be detained in relation to a recognizable criminal offence, on grounds provided for in law, in line with the principle of legality. Where the reasons for detention are discriminatory, including on the basis of sex, the detention is arbitrary.\(^{325}\) Detention is also arbitrary unless detainees are provided with due process.\(^{326}\) All persons detained must be informed at the time of their arrest of the reason for arrest and any charges against them; be brought promptly before a judge to challenge the lawfulness of their detention, and given a fair trial.\(^{327}\)

Most of the women Amnesty International interviewed did not appear to have been investigated/detained in relation to any recognizable criminal offence. The majority reported that their interrogations (if they took place) were focused purely on the actions or whereabouts of their husbands and relatives. Few reported being asked questions about themselves, or any crimes they may have committed. The only reason given for their detention was because they were “Boko Haram wives”.

The women were detained for months or years, and yet were never charged or brought before a court of law. Indeed, none of the hundreds of women and children who were released from Giwa barracks in mass releases since 2014 appear to have been charged. This prolonged detention without charge or trial was a violation of their right to liberty and their right to due process and therefore of the rights to liberty and to not be subjected to arbitrary detention.

Detaining women merely on the suspicion that they were married to, or had other familial relationships with, Boko Haram members is not in itself a legitimate basis for detention under international or domestic law and is discriminatory. Targeting for detention women who arrived in the recaptured towns or camps for displaced people without their husbands is also arbitrary and discriminatory.

While the right to liberty is derogable under international human rights law,\(^{328}\) the Nigerian authorities have not formally derogated from their right in this regard.\(^{329}\)

As such, the arbitrary detention of the women interviewed, which involved discrimination, collective punishment and violations of the presumption of innocence, cannot be justified through a lawful derogation. In addition, the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, which Nigeria has ratified and domesticated, does not permit derogation from any human rights-related obligations under any circumstances.

International humanitarian law that regulates non-international armed conflict does not authorize detention in any additional circumstances.\(^{330}\) It also explicitly prohibits collective punishment, and provides that “no-one shall be convicted of a criminal offence except on the basis of individual penal responsibility”.\(^{331}\)

Finally, the detention of the women also violates domestic law. For example, while the Terrorism (Prevention) Act (as amended) allows extended detention of individuals suspected of involvement in terrorism, about which Amnesty International has repeatedly raised human rights concerns,\(^{332}\) even this law does not allow the administrative detention of individuals without reasonable suspicion and without oversight by the courts. Amnesty International is not aware of any women who were detained in Giwa barracks who were held with a court order, or were ever brought to court, charged or tried.\(^{333}\) Prolonged detention of women in north-east Nigeria cannot be held to be authorized under the Act as the procedures set out in the Act have not been followed.
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\(^{328}\) Meaning that Nigeria may derogate from this right in time of public emergency which threatens the life of the nation, where the existence of which is officially proclaimed, (ICPR Article 4(1)).
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\(^{333}\) However, at least 20 women that Amnesty International is aware of were transferred to other detention facilities in 2016 and 2017.
FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT
International human rights law provides for the right to freedom of movement.\(^{334}\) This right is also derogable.\(^{335}\) Restrictions may also be permitted when necessary, including to protect national security and public order. But any restrictions must be provided for in law, and must be proportionate, non-discriminatory and consistent with other human rights.\(^{336}\)

As outlined in this report, most IDPs interviewed by Amnesty International were confined in the satellite camps with severe restrictions on movement, including in Bama Hospital camp.

These extreme restrictions imposed did not appear to meet the exigencies of the situation, or the requirements of necessity and proportionality. While there may be legitimate security needs to impose some restrictions on IDP movements, the complete or near-complete confinement of IDPs to camps for months, limiting their ability to obtain food in a context where insufficient food was provided to them, is beyond what may be lawful. Moreover, the restrictions do not appear to have been set out anywhere in law.

Where restrictions on freedom of movement are imposed more tightly on women, and applied collectively, without any case by case assessment, these measures are discriminatory.

Any restrictions that contributed to the deaths of IDPs in the camps also implicates the right to life, which is a non-derogable right. Unnecessary restrictions that have a negative impact on IDPs’ ability to access adequate food or water, work or health care are a violation of their economic, social and cultural rights, which are also non-derogable.\(^{337}\)

CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY OF IMPRISONMENT
Where imprisonment or deprivation of liberty is conducted as part of a wide-scale or systematic attack against a civilian population, and is of sufficient gravity, it may constitute the crime against humanity of imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty.\(^{338}\)

Amnesty International’s research, as outlined above, indicates that hundreds of civilian women were detained in military facilities, and at least tens of thousands were confined to camps for months and some for years, in violation of international law. They were detained or confined in deplorable, sometimes famine-like conditions, often after they had escaped from Boko Haram and were seeking protection from state authorities. There was no indication that they were anything other than civilians.

These detentions also fit within the pattern of violations previously documented and reported by Amnesty International,\(^{339}\) and cumulatively corroborate the existence of an attack directed by the Nigerian military on the civilian population in north-east Nigeria. To the extent that women, children and men were subjected to a severe deprivation of their liberty in military facilities or satellite camps for displaced people as part of a widespread as well as systematic attack on the civilian population, this deprivation should be investigated as a potential crime against humanity.

The patterns of detention that Amnesty International has documented, including for example the detention of women married to (or suspected of being married to) Boko Haram members, or those who arrived in Bama town without being accompanied by their husbands, suggests that the detention of women in these circumstances also followed an organizational policy, as does the consistency with which IDPs were denied free movement across the camps.

\(^{334}\) ICCPR, Article 12 (1).
\(^{335}\) ICCPR, Article 4(1).
\(^{336}\) ICCPR, Article 12(3).
\(^{337}\) ICESCR.
\(^{338}\) Rome Statute, Article 7 (1)(e), The elements of the crime are that the perpetrator imprisoned one or more persons or otherwise severely deprived one or more persons of physical liberty: the gravity of the conduct was such that it was in violation of fundamental rules of international law; the perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established the gravity of the conduct; the conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population, and that the perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.
\(^{339}\) Amnesty International, June 2015, “Stars on their Shoulders”.
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8.3 RIGHT TO LIFE AND PROHIBITION OF ARBITRARY KILLING

Where the authorities’ failure to realize social and economic rights results in deaths, this also violates the right to life.340 The right to life is protected under international human rights law and the Nigerian Constitution.341

The right to life is violated in situations including when the authorities knew or should have known about the existence of a situation posing an immediate and certain risk to the life of an individual or of a group of individuals, and when they failed to adopt the necessary measures within the scope of their authority to prevent or avoid such risk.342

Amnesty International’s research shows that the authorities knew or should have known that displaced people were dying while confined in the satellite camps for displaced people, particularly between late 2015 and mid-2016 – including in Bama town, other satellite camps, and military detention facilities – in circumstances that strongly suggest the death was the result of lack of food, water and/or adequate health care.

According to Amnesty International’s findings from Bama Hospital and other satellite camps, particularly in the period between late 2015 and mid-2016, the authorities failed to adequately address the risks by either providing sufficient levels of food, water and health care, or by removing movement restrictions to facilitate those affected to obtain these basic goods themselves.

As noted in the report, the amount of food assistance mobilized or facilitated by the authorities appears to have been insufficient to meet the needs of hundreds of thousands of displaced people living in the satellite camps during late 2015 to mid-2016. During this time, there did not appear to have been any efforts made in the camps where Amnesty International carried out investigations to ensure that the limited resources mobilized were directed to those most in need, such as infants, the elderly, and pregnant and lactating women.

Moreover, the authorities do not appear to have taken adequate action during this time, in at least some of the satellite camps including Bama Hospital camp, to ensure that the food assistance that was mobilized reached the intended beneficiaries. If the security situation rendered it too difficult for national and state emergency management agents to be able to ensure the wellbeing of displaced people in the satellite camps, they should have facilitated their relocation to safer areas. Instead, movement restrictions were imposed that confined displaced people to famine-like situations, and that prevented them from searching the surrounding areas for food, or from relocating to other areas where more food may have been available.

As documented by Amnesty International, movement restrictions continue to be imposed on displaced people, particularly women, undermining their ability to access adequate food.

Amnesty International’s research indicates that IDPs have died as result of injuries sustained through unlawful use of force including severe and unprovoked beatings by members of the Civilian JTF in distribution lines, particularly in late 2015 and during 2016. The use of force is only lawful where it is likely to be necessary.343 The beatings of women in distribution queues in the satellite camps was not likely to be necessary.

WAR CRIME AND CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY OF MURDER

Murder of civilians or persons hors de combat is a war crime.344 The war crime of murder can be committed either by act or by omission. Where the conduct took place as part of a widespread or systematic attack on

---

341 Constitution of Nigeria, Article 33. (1).
342 See e.g. Osman, ECtHR, or e.g. Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Case of the Yakye Axa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay, ser. C, No. 125, (17 June 2005) paras. 161-168.
343 See e.g. Osman, ECtHR, or e.g. Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Case of the Yakye Axa Indigenous Community v. Paraguay, ser. C, No. 125, (17 June 2005) paras. 161-168, especially “One of the obligations that the State must inescapably undertake as guarantor, to protect and ensure the right to life, is that of generating minimum living conditions that are compatible with the dignity of the human person and of not creating conditions that hinder or impede it”. The court found the assistance provided by the State was insufficient to correct the situation of vulnerability it created.
344 See E.G. UN BASIC PRINCIPLES ON THE USE OF FORCE AND FIREARMS BY LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS.
345 Article 8 (2) (c) (i)-1, Rome Statute. The elements of the crime are that: 1. The perpetrator killed one or more persons. 2. Such person or persons were either hors de combat, or were civilians, medical personnel, or religious personnel taking no active part in the hostilities. 3. The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established this status. 4. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an international character. 5. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed conflict.
the civilian population, it may also constitute the crime against humanity of murder.\textsuperscript{345} The perpetrator must have meant for death to have been caused as a consequence of their actions, or aware that it will occur in the ordinary course of events.\textsuperscript{346}

Amnesty International’s research has found that thousands of people were killed/left to die in the satellite camps and tens of women and infant children were killed/left to die in military detention facilities for lack of food, water and healthcare. They were mostly civilians (and if not, they were hors de combat).

Those responsible for killing/causing death in these circumstances likely knew that large numbers of civilians were dying in these locations, and that the detention/confinement of such persons would lead to death in the ordinary course of events. When people started dying, little was done to prevent further deaths, and people continued to be detained and confined in these conditions. In the satellite camps, soldiers and Civilian JTF members saw the deaths, yet continued nevertheless to deny and divert food.

These acts of killings/causing death also fit within the pattern of violations previously documented and reported by Amnesty International,\textsuperscript{347} and cumulatively corroborate the existence of an attack directed by the Nigerian military on the civilian population in north-east Nigeria.

Those responsible for confining people in detention facilities and satellite camps and running these camps where there was inadequate food, water and health facilities, which resulted in deaths from hunger and sickness, should be investigated for the war crime and possibly also the crime against humanity of murder.

Where it led to death, soldiers or Civilian JTF members responsible for beating people in the military camps should also be investigated for the war crime of murder and possibly the crime against humanity of murder.\textsuperscript{348}

8.4 RAPE

Rape is a violation of a number of human rights, including the rights to equality and non-discrimination, to physical integrity, and to the prohibition of torture and other ill-treatment. It also violates international humanitarian law and can amount to a crime against humanity and a war crime.

Rape is defined under international law as sexual penetration/invasion, however slight, where it occurs without the consent of the victim.\textsuperscript{349} Consent for this purpose must be given voluntarily, as a result of the victim’s free will, assessed in the context of the surrounding circumstances.\textsuperscript{350}

A number of circumstances, if present, make any consent invalid. These include force or the threat of force or coercive circumstances.\textsuperscript{351} Coercive circumstances that negate consent include circumstances created by the perpetrator, including fear of violence,\textsuperscript{352} duress,\textsuperscript{353} detention contexts\textsuperscript{354} and the abuse of power.\textsuperscript{355} Consent is also negated when the perpetrator takes advantage of coercive circumstances that already exist, even if they are not of their own making, such as those already inherent to an armed conflict.\textsuperscript{356}

The Penal Code (Nigerian Laws Cap 89), applicable in the north of Nigeria, also prohibits and punishes rape. While the scope of definition of rape under the Penal Code falls short of international standards, it includes contexts where consent has been obtained by putting the victim in fear of death or hurt.\textsuperscript{357}

In at least five cases documented by Amnesty International, soldiers or members of the Civilian JTF sexually penetrated women in a context in which no consent was given. These acts constitute rape.
In numerous other cases documented by Amnesty International, soldiers or members of the Civilian JTF sexually penetrated women in circumstances in which any consent, even if given, would not be valid as the perpetrator created and/or took advantage of coercive circumstances that prevailed.

The following factors that existed or were created by the perpetrators render the circumstances coercive:

- Soldiers and Civilian JTF members could unlawfully beat women in the camp with impunity, and did so regularly, and women knew that if they refused sex they may be beaten;
- Provision of food, water and health care in the camps was so inadequate that people were dying, and women were forced to submit to demands for sex to access food and water for themselves and their family members to survive (including to access food that was originally intended for them), or to access food, water or other forms of assistance without the risk of violence;
- In some cases, women were confined to their camp in a situation akin to conditions of detention and soldiers and Civilian JTF members were either responsible for this or taking advantage of women’s confinement;
- Soldiers and Civilian JTF members acted in an official capacity and wielded extreme and unchecked power and resources over the women; and;
- There was an ongoing armed conflict and the events all occurred in the camps for displaced people that emerged as result of the armed conflict.

Most of these elements still exist in the satellite camps, indicating that the ongoing sexual exploitation occurring in the satellite camps may also constitute rape.

**WAR CRIME AND CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY OF RAPE AND ENFORCED PROSTITUTION**

Rape is a war crime in a non-international armed conflict. Where rape is committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population, it constitutes a crime against humanity.

These cases fit within the pattern of violations previously documented and reported by Amnesty International, and cumulatively corroborate the existence of an attack directed by the Nigerian military on the civilian population in north-east Nigeria.

From the information available to Amnesty International, incidents of rape, at least in Bama Hospital camp, were also so widespread that a high proportion of the young women in the camp were victims. Not only did half of the women aged 30 or under that Amnesty International spoke to said they had been raped, or describe being forced to have sex in circumstances that amounted to rape, but they and others also consistently highlighted that sexual violence was extremely common practice in the camp, each knew of other cases of women subjected to sexual violence. Moreover, there appears to be an arrangement between the soldiers and the Civilian JTF members to identify women to be brought to the soldiers for the purposes of sex – all of which may also indicate or constitute an organizational arrangement as such.

Soldiers and members of the Civilian JTF who used force or coercion to have sex with women and girls in IDP camps, should be investigated for the war crime and possibly the crime against humanity of rape.

Military commanders responsible for Bama hospital camp should also be investigated for command responsibility on the basis soldiers and Civilian JTF members committed acts of rape openly, and no adequate steps have been taken to address it over the course of over two and a half years.

If members of the Civilian JTF gained any benefit, pecuniary or otherwise, for taking IDP women and girls to the soldiers for sexual exploitation such as currying favours with the soldiers for bringing them women for sex, those involved should be investigated for the war crime and possibly also the crime against humanity.

---

358 Rome Statute, Article 8 (2) (e) (vi)-1 - War crime of rape. The elements of the crime also require that the conduct took place in the context of and was associated with the armed conflict, and where this was known to the perpetrator.

359 Rome Statute, Article 7 (1) (g)-1. The elements of the crime also require that the conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population, and that the perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.

360 Amnesty International, “Stars on their Shoulders”.

361 Article 8 (2) (e) (vi)-3, Rome Statute. The elements of the crime are: The perpetrator caused one or more persons to engage in one or more acts of a sexual nature by force, or by threat of force or coercion, such as that caused by fear of violence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse of power, against such person or persons or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment or such person’s or persons’ incapacity to give genuine consent. 2. The perpetrator or another person obtained or expected to obtain pecuniary or other advantage in exchange for or in connection with the acts of a sexual nature. 3. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an international character. 4. The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed conflict.
of enforced prostitution. 

Likewise, so should any soldiers or members of the Civilian JTF that may be found to have taken IDP women and girls to the market place to engage in transactional sex.

8.5 TORTURE AND OTHER ILL-TREATMENT

International human rights law and international humanitarian law prohibit torture and cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment (other ill-treatment). There are no circumstances in which torture or other ill-treatment is lawful. It is a right that states cannot derogate from in any situation, even in times of conflict. Section 34(1) of Nigeria’s constitution also prohibits torture and inhuman or degrading treatment.

The beatings that some women and girls described in Bama prison, Monguno barracks and Giwa barracks constitutes torture or other ill-treatment. The purpose of detentions and beatings appeared to have been to extract information or confessions and/or to punish women for their perceived affiliation with Boko Haram. The acts of torture were inflicted by soldiers or by members of the Civilian JTF acting in an ‘official’ capacity with the acquiescence of the military. The violence, rape and abuse by soldiers and Civilian JTF members against women and adolescent girls, the impact of which was intensified by the fact that many of them were young and survivors of abduction, forced marriage, sexual violence and other violations by Boko Haram, likely amounts to torture (beyond other ill-treatment).

Acts of rape and the failure to provide adequate food, water and healthcare to detainees, and by extension, to those confined in camps, by the soldiers and Civilian JTF also violate prohibitions on torture and other ill-treatment.

The failure by authorities to provide people with information on the status or whereabouts of their family members or loved ones in detention for long periods of time, causing them anguish and uncertainty, is also a form of ill-treatment.

WAR CRIME OF TORTURE OR CRUEL TREATMENT, AND THE CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY OF TORTURE

Torture is a war crime, and, when carried out as part of this widespread and systematic attack on the civilian population, a crime against humanity. Amnesty International’s research suggests that the torture and other forms of ill-treatment set out above amounted to the infliction of severe physical and mental pain on those affected, and that these conditions would have been obvious to those running Giwa barracks and these satellite camps. These acts fit within the pattern of violations previously documented and reported by Amnesty International, and cumulatively corroborate the existence of an attack directed by the Nigerian military on the civilian population in north-east Nigeria. As such, these crimes need to also be investigated as possible international crimes.

---

86 Article 7 (1) (g-i), Rome Statute. 1. The elements of the crime are: perpetrator caused one or more persons to engage in one or more acts of a sexual nature by force, or by threat of force or coercion, such as that caused by fear of violence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse of power, against such person or persons or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment or such person’s or persons’ incapacity to give genuine consent. 2. The perpetrator or another person obtained or expected to obtain pecuniary or other advantage in exchange for or in connection with the acts of a sexual nature. 3. The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population. 4. The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.

87 ICCPR, Article 7. The Convention Against Torture (CAT), to which Nigeria is a state party, requires states to prevent acts of torture or other ill-treatment by, or at the instigation of state agents, or with their consent or acquiescence.

88 Convention Against Torture. ICCPR, Article 4. ACHPR, Article 4, APII Article 4. Torture is defined in article one of the CAT as: “Any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity”.

89 Constitution of the Federal republic of Nigeria, Article 34(1).

90 See e.g. European Court of Human Rights, Ireland v. United Kingdom, para 162; ECHR, Sethmolvi v. France para 100, that set out that the age, sex and health status of the victim should be taken into account in determinations as to whether the severity threshold required for a finding of torture over other forms of ill-treatment.


93 See the Statute, Article B2(1)(a)-3. The elements of the crime are: 1. The perpetrator inflicted severe physical or mental pain or suffering upon one or more persons. 2. Such person or persons were either hors de combat, or were civilians, medical personnel, or religious personnel taking no active part in the hostilities. 3. The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established this status. 4. The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an international character. 5. The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed conflict.

94 Article 7 (1) (g-i). The elements of the crime are: 1. The perpetrator inflicted severe physical or mental pain or suffering upon one or more persons. 2. Such person or persons were in the custody or under the control of the perpetrator. 3. Such pain or suffering did not arise only from, and was not inherent in or incidental to, lawful sanctions. 4. The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population. 5. The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.

95 Amnesty International, “Stars on their Shoulders”.
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### 8.6 FOOD, WATER AND ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE

When displacement occurs in the context of conflicts, IHL requires that all possible measures be taken to ensure that displaced civilians receive adequate shelter, enjoy satisfactory hygiene, health, safety and nutrition, and that families are not separated.\footnote{ICRC Customary IHL Study Rule 133.} The Kampala Convention also explicitly sets out state obligations to provide adequate assistance and protection to IDPs or to seek assistance from international organizations where their resources are inadequate.\footnote{African Union Convention for the Protection and Assistance of IDPs, Obligations of States Parties relating to Protection and Assistance, ratified by Nigeria in 2012. See also ICESCR General Comment 12, General Comment 14 para 40, General Comment 15, para 22 and 60.}

The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights recognizes the right to an adequate standard of living, including adequate food and “the fundamental right of everyone to be free from hunger”.\footnote{Article 11 of the ICESCR. Ratified by Nigeria in 1993.} It also sets out the right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, to which access to health care is an essential component.\footnote{Article 12 of the CESCR. See also ICESCR General Comment Nos 6 and 15.} The right to an adequate standard of living also includes the right to water and sanitation.\footnote{CECSR General Comment Nos 12, 14, para 16; General Comment No. 15, paras. 6 and 17; General Comment No. 14, para 43; General Comment no. 15 para 37.} Similar standards can also be found in other treaties to which Nigeria is a state party.\footnote{See Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Case of the Yakye Axa Indigenous Community v Paraguay, ser. C, No. 125, (17 June 2005) paras. 161-168. See also for detention cases, also applicable in this case by analogy, Lantsova v. Russian Federation (26 March 2002) UN Doc CCPR/C/74/163/1997 para 9.2; Malawi African Association and others v. Mauritania (2000) African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights Comm Nos. 210/98 para 122.}

According to the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Nigeria is obliged, at a minimum, to ensure “access to the minimum essential food which is sufficient, nutritionally adequate and safe, to ensure their freedom from hunger.”\footnote{Article 11 of the ICESCR. Ratified by Nigeria in 1993.} They must also ensure, even in times of disaster, the satisfaction of, at the very least, the minimum essential level of water that is sufficient and safe for personal and domestic uses to prevent disease, and ensure access to primary health care.\footnote{See Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Case of the Yakye Axa Indigenous Community v Paraguay, ser. C, No. 125, (17 June 2005) paras. 161-168. See also for detention cases, also applicable in this case by analogy, Lantsova v. Russian Federation (26 March 2002) UN Doc CCPR/C/74/163/1997 para 9.2; Malawi African Association and others v. Mauritania (2000) African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights Comm Nos. 210/98 para 122.}

By failing to meet their minimum core obligations in regard to food, water and health care, including of those they have detained or confined to camps, the Nigerian authorities violated the rights to food, water and health care of those affected.

### 8.7 NON-DISCRIMINATION AND PERSECUTION

#### NON-DISCRIMINATION AND THE RIGHT TO EQUALITY


---

*Amnesty International*
The right to equality and non-discrimination is both a freestanding right and a right that enables the realization of all other human rights. Under the ICESCR, for example, the right to non-discrimination in access to food, water, health care and other provisions is a right of immediate effect.386

States must identify and recognize intersectional forms of discrimination, where different forms of discrimination intersect to affect the form and severity of unfavourable treatment individuals’ face, and seek to address it in their decision and policy-making.387 The CEDAW Committee specifically requires that States must: “[A]ddress the specific risks and particular needs of different groups of internally displaced and refugee women who are subjected to multiple and intersecting forms of discrimination, including women with disabilities, older women, girls, widows, women who head households, pregnant women.” 388

The imposition of tighter movement restrictions on women entering and exiting some of the satellite camps is an example of discrimination. The concern that some women in a camp may have marital or familial relationships with Boko Haram members outside the camp and thus constitute a security concern if they are allowed to freely enter and exit cannot justify blanket restrictions on all women leaving the camp for all but exceptional reasons. Likewise, nor can concerns about women’s security outside the camp. A policy that allows for the detention of women because of who they are married or otherwise related to, or because they arrive in the recaptured towns without their husbands, is also a form of discrimination.

Gender-based violence, including sexual exploitation, is also a form of discrimination. Among other obligations, States are responsible for preventing these acts or omissions by their own organs and agents including through training and the adoption, implementation and monitoring of legal provisions, administrative regulations and codes of conduct. They are also responsible for investigating, prosecuting and applying appropriate legal or disciplinary sanctions.389 Moreover, States are required to adopt and implement measures to eradicate prejudices, stereotypes and practices that are the root cause of gender-based violence against women.390 By failing to take adequate action to address gender-based violence, including rape and sexual exploitation in the camps, the Nigerian authorities are failing to meet their obligations under the right to non-discrimination.

**CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY OF PERSECUTION**

Under international criminal law, the crime against humanity of persecution requires the severe deprivation of one or more person’s fundamental rights, contrary to international law, when the perpetrator targeted such persons because of the protected ground (including gender), and when the perpetrator was aware of the gravity of their conduct.391

Any members of the military and Civilian JTF responsible for any of the following three sets of acts should be investigated for the crime against humanity of (gender-based) persecution:

- Detaining women in military facilities because they were believed to be “Boko Haram wives” or because they arrived in displacement unaccompanied by their husbands;
- Imposing stricter movement restrictions on women than men in the satellite camps (especially where this has contributed to women’s de facto detention in circumstances where food and other basic goods available has been grossly inadequate); or
- Perpetrating sexual violence in the satellite camps.

As set out above, these acts were committed in connection with other possible crimes against humanity, and targeted civilian women on the basis of their gender. In each of these cases, any soldiers or Civilian JTF members involved would likely have known the gravity of their conduct.

The practice of targeting men for detention based purely on their age and gender as set out in this report and in earlier Amnesty International reports may also constitute gender-based persecution.

---

387 See e.g. CEDAW General Recommendation 28, ESCR Committee General Comment 20, para 17.
389 See e.g. CEDAW General Recommendations 19 and 35.
390 CEDAW General Recommendation 35.
391 Rome Statute, Article 7 (1) (h). The elements of the crime are that 1. The perpetrator severely deprived, contrary to international law, one or more persons of fundamental rights. 2. The perpetrator targeted such person or persons by reason of the identity of a group or collectivity or targeted the group or collectivity as such. 3. Such targeting was based on political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender as defined in article 7, paragraph 3, of the Statute, or other grounds that are universally recognized as impermissible under international law. 4. The conduct was committed in connection with any act referred to in article 7, paragraph 1, of the Statute or any crime within the jurisdiction of the Court. 5. The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population. 6. The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.
8.8 REPARATION

Criminal justice processes can serve to acknowledge the harm suffered by survivors of human rights violations as well as to identify the perpetrators, establish responsibility and provide punishment. Reparation is focused on restoring the wellbeing of survivors and ensuring them a place of dignity in society through concrete forms of assistance as well as symbolic measures.

Women and girls who have experienced forced displacement, arbitrary detention, unlawful confinement, starvation, gender-based violence, and other serious violations of human rights law and international humanitarian law have a right to reparation. Victims should be provided with full and effective reparation, which include the following forms: restitution, compensation, rehabilitation, satisfaction and guarantees of non-repetition.

In line with UN Security Council Resolutions 1325 and 1820, special efforts must be taken, including through engagement with women’s human rights activists, to develop a reparation plan for victims of the conflict and displacement crisis that recognizes the violations that women in displacement and detention have faced, and that ensures that the form of reparation and its distribution is appropriate for women.

Properly tailored reparation can transform survivors’ lives. In the case of sexual and gender-based crimes, transformative reparation measures “should aspire, to the extent possible, to subvert, instead of reinforce, pre-existing structural inequality that may be at the root causes of the violence”, including violence that women in particular experience before, during and after the conflict.
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---


Basic Principles on the Right to a Remedy, Article 18. Victims are defined in the Guidelines also include the immediate family or dependents of the direct victim and persons who have suffered harm in intervening to assist victims in distress or to prevent victimization.

9. RECOMMENDATIONS

TO THE NIGERIAN FEDERAL AND BORNO STATE GOVERNMENT

RESPECT, PROTECT AND FULFIL THE RIGHTS OF WOMEN AND GIRLS CURRENTLY IN DISPLACEMENT:

- Put in place mechanisms to ensure, as a matter of urgency, the food assistance to IDPs in the north-east, including to those currently located in the satellite camps, reaches all intended beneficiaries.

- Ensure that the amount of food assistance provided, the type of assistance provided and the distribution mechanisms used are appropriate and accessible. Ensure that the packages include condiments and firewood so that recipients are not compelled to sell food assistance to purchase these items. Also ensure that where certain groups of IDPs, such as female-headed-households, or pregnant and lactating women, have additional needs, they receive additional targeted assistance.

- Ensure movement restrictions imposed by the military on IDPs in camps are lifted or loosened. There should be no blanket bans on IDPs leaving camps imposed for extended periods of times, and free movement into and out of camps for IDPs who wish to travel in nearby areas or permanently relocate elsewhere should be the norm, not the exception. Any movement restrictions that remain should be necessary, proportionate, non-discriminatory and provided for in law. Where movement restrictions are motivated by concerns as to the security of IDPs, the provision of additional security to enable IDPs to safely leave the camp should be provided where possible.

- Continue to deploy police, including female police officers, to all camps for displaced people in Borno state. Ensure all police officers deployed to the camps have received specialised and ongoing training in addressing sexual violence and supporting survivors. Where police cannot be deployed to locations for security reasons, IDPs living in these locations should be given the option to be facilitated to live in alternative sites where there are civilian police present.

- Develop and implement an effective strategy to address the root causes of sexual violence and exploitation faced by women and girls in displacement. Assign a senior official tasked with the responsibility of leading the development and implementation of such a strategy, in consultation and coordination with affected communities of women, civil society activists in Borno, and national and international humanitarian actors. This strategy should consider and set out proposals to address, at a minimum, the following concerns and their connection to sexual violence and exploitation: 1) the levels of the humanitarian assistance provided and the particular barriers certain groups of women and girls face accessing assistance or meeting their needs; 2) movement restrictions for women and girls seeking to freely enter and camps; 3) family separation including where caused by the systematic and arbitrary detention of young men from families who had lived in areas under Boko Haram control.

- Request the assistance of multilateral organizations or other states, including UN missions (e.g., Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights), the UN Team of Experts or UK Team of Experts to support efforts to address patterns of sexual violence of women and girls in displacement. Assistance may be particularly useful in the areas of monitoring and documenting patterns of sexual violence, and supporting the response capacity of the justice and security sector.

- Establish a register of missing persons. Take pro-active steps to include the names of those who died in the satellite camps since 2015.
PROMOTE AND PROTECT THE RIGHTS OF WOMEN AND GIRLS IN ARBITRARY DETENTION AND/OR AFFECTED BY ARBITRARY DETENTION OF FAMILY MEMBERS:

- Immediately close all unofficial and secret places of detention, including ungazetted military detention centres, or other facilities where there is a pattern of inhumane conditions and/or failures to ensure procedural protections against torture, other ill-treatment, and arbitrary detention. Either transfer detainees to lawful places of detention or release them in such a manner that allows reliable verification of their release and ensures their safety.

- Release all detainees, unless they are charged with a criminal offence provided in law and accorded the full range of fair trial rights during prosecutions, in line with international standards. Detainees must be brought promptly and regularly before a judge and have access to a procedure through which they may challenge the lawfulness of their detention.

- Ensure that the arrests and detentions of women and girls fully comply with the Nigerian Constitution and international human rights treaties ratified by Nigeria, as well as international human rights standards. As a first step to doing this, ensure that orders are issued defining the narrow range of circumstances under which arrest and detention is justified - to all security forces currently authorised to detain. Make clear that women and girls may not be detained because they are married or otherwise related to Boko Haram suspects, or simply because they arrived in recaptured towns without their husbands.

- Immediately end the involvement of the Civilian JTF and other vigilante bodies in detentions and interrogations.

- Ensure that if men or women are arrested with their children, they are given every opportunity to arrange appropriate alternative care for their children if they wish to and where possible for them to do so, and that they are able to receive regular visits from family members.

- Ensure that an up-to-date, centralized register of all people arrested and detained in the context of the conflict is maintained and is made accessible to the relatives and lawyers of those detained. The register must include the personal details of the detainees, the names and places of detention and the names of the individuals responsible for the detention, authority for the detention and the date of arrest and detention and all transfers. Include, for those who died in detention, the date, location and reason for death.

- Ensure that anyone detained are able to exercise their rights to health care, adequate food and water, and all other basic necessities, also taking account of the distinctive needs of women and girls.

- Ensure that all detention facilities are subjected to regular independent inspections by national and international human rights bodies and NGOs.

ENSURE ACCOUNTABILITY AND REPARATIONS, AND NON-REPETITION OF VIOLATIONS, INCLUDING THOSE THAT HAVE UNIQUELY OR DISPROPORTIONATELY AFFECTED WOMEN AND GIRLS:

- Make the report from the Presidential Investigation Panel to Review Compliance of the Armed Forces with Human Rights Obligations and Rules of Engagement public and set out the steps that will be taken to implement the recommendations made.

- Ensure that members of the military and Civilian JTF potentially responsible for serious violations of human rights law, war crimes and crimes against humanity are investigated, and where there is sufficient evidence of criminal responsibility, brought to justice in fair trials not subject to the death penalty. Ensure that witnesses are able to testify as part of any investigation or trial into these crimes without fear of reprisal.

- Establish a reparations program, in consultation with civil society and affected communities, with special consideration given to the violations faced by women including in relation to forced displacement, confinement in the camps, starvation, rape and other forms of sexual violence and exploitation, discrimination, and arbitrary detention of themselves and/or the impact of enforced disappearances of their loved ones. Seek and implement expert advice to ensure reparations are gender transformative and that reparations are designed and distributed in such a manner as to be accessible to women affected.

- Extend an invitation for mandate holders of the Special Procedures of the UN Human Rights Council and Special Mechanisms of the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights to visit Nigeria, including specifically the Special Rapporteur on Violence Against Women, the Special Rapporteur on Extra-Judicial, Summary or Arbitrary Executions, and the Special Rapporteur on...
Counter-Terrorism and Human Rights from the UN Human Rights Council. Facilitate full access to any locations they would like to visit, including satellite camps, and ensure full and unfettered access to private interviews with individuals, including to ensure protection against intimidation and reprisals.

**DOMESTICATE AND IMPLEMENT IN FULL INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS TREATIES:**

- Introduce legislation to bring the Terrorism Prevention Act into line with international law including by 1) repealing the death penalty; 2) providing that an individual may only be arrested on reasonable suspicion of having committed a criminal offence; 3) providing that all individuals must be promptly brought before a court and charged with a recognisable criminal offence; and 4) providing that law enforcement officers (including the military when exercising such a function) may only use force when strictly necessary and to the minimum extent required under the circumstances.

- Ensure that domestic law criminalizes enforced disappearances and that domestic standards on arrest and detention comply with international human rights law and standards.


- Strengthen existing laws and enforcement mechanisms to ensure women are protected from gender-based violence and discrimination, in line with international standards. In particular support the adoption of the Gender and Equal Opportunities Bill and ensure that the Violence Against Persons Prohibition Act, passed by the National Assembly in 2015, is applicable in all the states of the federation.

**TO THE NIGERIAN NATIONAL ASSEMBLY**

**ENSURE ACCOUNTABILITY AND REPARATIONS, AND NON-REPETITION OF VIOLATIONS EXPERIENCED BY PEOPLE FLEEING OR FORCED FROM THEIR HOMES IN BOKO HARAM AREAS:**

- As part of the National Assembly’s mandate to oversee the actions of the executive branch of government, initiate a public inquiry, to examine the treatment of civilians living in areas under Boko Haram control after the military operations that recaptured territory. This inquiry should look at the failures by all stakeholders, within the military and different levels of government, and consider the treatment of men and women in their towns or villages, in displacement and in detention. The public inquiry should make recommendations to put an end to any ongoing violations, to ensure non-repetition of these violations, and to provide for a remedy and reparations for survivors. As women suffered particular forms of violations, special steps should be taken to ensure that the public inquiry is formed, carries out its work, and makes recommendations in a manner that is gender sensitive, including to the violations different groups of women have faced, and involves the participation of affected women.

**INTRODUCE OR AMEND EXISTING LEGISLATION TO DOMESTICATE INTERNATIONAL LAW AND TO BRING NATIONAL LAW INTO LINE WITH INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS. THIS SHOULD INCLUDE:**

- Bring the Terrorism Prevention Act into line with international law. Ensure that domestic law criminalizes enforced disappearances and that domestic standards on arrest and detention comply with international human rights law.

- Speed up the adoption of the draft bill before the National Assembly that would domesticate the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court.395

- Repeal pre-existing discriminatory laws, policies and practices against women and girls; and ensure the speedy domestication of CEDAW and the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa by passing the Gender and Equal Opportunities (GEO) bill into Law.

---

TO THE NIGERIAN ARMED FORCES:

RESPECT, PROTECT AND FULFIL THE RIGHTS OF WOMEN AND GIRLS CURRENTLY IN DISPLACEMENT:

- Issue orders, as a matter of urgency, to all security forces that are involved in military operations in areas Boko Haram is or has been present, setting out limits to the lawful use of force and relevant international legal standards relating to the protection of civilians and civilian property, and emphasizing that forced displacement, and indiscriminate attacks on civilians or their property (such as the burning of homes in villages) is unlawful.

- Issue orders to all security forces that are present in camps or places of displacement setting out the limits to lawful freedom of movement restrictions, the prohibition on torture and ill treatment during screenings and interrogations, and the prohibition of violence, including sexual violence and sexual exploitation.

- Issue orders to all security forces that are currently authorised to conduct arrests or detentions defining the narrow circumstances under which these are permitted under domestic law and international human rights law. Make clear that women and girls may not be detained because they are married or otherwise related to Boko Haram suspects, or simply because they arrived in recaptured towns without their husbands.

- Set up effective reporting mechanisms so IDPs in the satellite camps can report issues of human rights concern, especially in relation to sexual violence.

PROMOTE AND PROTECT THE RIGHTS OF WOMEN AND GIRLS IN ARBITRARY DETENTION AND/OR AFFECTED BY ARBITRARY DETENTION OF FAMILY MEMBERS:

- Ensure that the arrests and detentions of women and girls fully comply with the Nigerian Constitution and international human rights treaties ratified by Nigeria, as well as international human rights standards. As a first step to doing this, ensure that the military issue orders - defining the narrow range of circumstances under which arrest and detention is justified - to all security forces currently authorised to detain. Make clear that women and girls may not be detained because they are married or otherwise related to Boko Haram suspects, or simply because they arrived in recaptured towns without their husbands.

- Immediately end the involvement of the Civilian JTF and vigilante bodies in detentions and interrogations.

ENSURE ACCOUNTABILITY AND REPARATIONS, AND NON-REPETITION OF VIOLATIONS EXPERIENCED BY PEOPLE FLEEING OR FORCED FROM THEIR HOMES IN BOKO HARAM AREAS:

- Making public all internal inquires that have been conducted by the military on violations related to IDPs, including sexual violence. Cooperate fully with any investigative and accountability mechanisms established by the government or the national assembly, or at the regional or international level. Pending investigations, relieve those suspected from active duty.

TO THE NATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION

- Document patterns of sexual violence and bring these to the attention of the relevant authorities; ensure that survivors are able to access services, redress and reparation. In doing so, liaise closely with international humanitarian actors involved in responding to sexual violence.

- Conduct routine visits to places of detention in the north-east, including Giwa barracks, and detention facilities in military barracks in recaptured towns, including Bama prison, Dikwa and Monguno barracks.

- Investigate the allegations contained in this report, make the findings public, and work with the authorities to find ways to ensure an end to violations, and justice and reparations for victims.
TO THE UNITED NATIONS SECRETARIAT, HUMANITARIAN AGENCIES, FUNDS AND PROGRAMMES, INTERNATIONAL NGOs AND DONORS BASED IN NIGERIA

- Increase, as a matter of urgency, the food assistance to IDPs in the north east, including to those currently located in the satellite camps, and efforts to ensure that the food provided reaches all intended beneficiaries.

- Ensure the amount of assistance provided, the type of assistance provided and the distribution mechanisms used are appropriate and accessible. Extend the make-up of food packages to include condiments and firewood, or provide complimentary forms of assistance, so that recipients are not compelled to sell part of their food assistance to obtain these items. Ensure that where certain groups of IDPs, such as female-headed-households, or pregnant and lactating women, have additional needs, they receive additional targeted assistance.

- Undertake or encourage/fund more pro-active monitoring and reporting of human rights and international humanitarian law concerns in the context of the conflict and displacement crisis, and ensure greater and sustained engagement with the Nigerian government on human rights protection concerns.

- Undertake or encourage/fund the mapping of the movement restrictions in place across different IDP camps across Borno, and engage with the authorities to ensure all movement restrictions imposed on IDPs are in line with international standards. Publish and update a map of movement restrictions imposed on IDPs in different camps.

- Engage with the Nigerian government over the establishment of a reparations program, including by supporting with the provision of gender expertise and involvement of women affected by the crisis.

- Support funding of groups of women survivors and their inclusion in humanitarian and transitional justice fora, and support them to carry out their work with safety.

TO THE AFRICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN AND PEOPLE’S RIGHTS

- Issue a public statement expressing concern regarding the reports of serious allegations of forced displacement, starvation, rape and arbitrary detention, including those that that have targeted or disproportionately affected women and girls, committed by the Nigerian military in the north-east of the country.

- Reiterate calls to the authorities to urgently initiate thorough, independent and effective investigations into crimes committed in the context of the ongoing conflict in north-east Nigeria, not only by the armed group Boko Haram but also by Nigerian armed forces including violations that have targeted or disproportionately affected women and girls.

- Pursuant to its protective mandate, urgently request a fact-finding visit to Nigeria. If and when the request for the fact-finding visit is granted, the mission should be composed of the relevant special mechanisms of the African Commission.

TO THE UN HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL

- At the UN Human Rights Council, States should call on Nigeria to address violations of international law committed in the course of the conflict against Boko Haram – including those committed by the Nigerian security forces that have specifically targeted or affected women – via a resolution or joint statement. In this regard, the Government should be asked to make public the findings of any ongoing investigations, including the Presidential Investigation Panel to Review Compliance of the Armed Forces with Human Rights Obligations and Rules of Engagement. The Government should also be asked to identify and commit to specific steps that will be taken to address the concerns and implement any recommendations made in line with these investigations, within a specific timeframe.
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL IS A GLOBAL MOVEMENT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS. WHEN INJUSTICE HAPPENS TO ONE PERSON, IT MATTERS TO US ALL.
“THEY BETRAYED US”

WOMEN WHO SURVIVED BOKO HARAM RAPED, STARVED AND DETAINED IN NIGERIA

Since early 2015, the Nigerian military has recaptured vast swathes of territory that had come under the control of Boko Haram in the north-east of the country.

However, instead of “freeing” hundreds of thousands of people who had been trapped in these areas, the military has carried out systematic patterns of violence and abuse against this population, including war crimes and possible crimes against humanity. Women have been affected in disproportionate and gender-specific ways, and continue to face ongoing discrimination and violence.

This report examines what happened to the group of people, especially women, who fled or were forced from rural towns and villages in Borno state that had been controlled by Boko Haram, as the military intensified its operations. First-hand testimonies describe the appalling actions of the Nigerian authorities, which may be linked to suspicion that some might be associated with the armed group.

The military established remote “satellite camps” for internally displaced persons, where they confined women, children and the elderly. Many young men were detained. The food provided in the camps has been inadequate, and women have been subject to alarming levels of sexual violence. Women and girls have also been arbitrarily detained, including victims of Boko Haram abduction.